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0 U H P A P I H 
Dear Our Paper: 
This is an open letter to gay 
men in/around Portland · and their · 
friends as well as our "happily 
married" visitors who have sex with 
other men in our parks regarding the -
recent arrests on the Western Prom. 




Crime in Portland's 
parks 
FROM: Albert Nickerson; mem-




I write after a series of arrests in the 
Western Prom in September and 
October. The charges in these ar-
rests were for public sex, criminal 
- trespass, and attempting to beat up 
.___._..,.ssumed homosexuals. I have spent , 
a great deal of time at all hours in the 
parks since then, talked to many 
elected officials and neighborhood 
leaders, and talked to the police as · 
well as sat in on a major presenta-
tion on "Crime in the Parks." I feel 
the need to give out some of the 
information I have. on these three 
issues and make some observations 
to the gay community and their 
friends and. visitors. Here are the . 
issues as I see them: 
1) PUBLIC SEX . 
There are laws on the books of the 
City of Portland against indecent 
exposure and public sex. There 
appears to be nearly universal senti-
ment that this is a good idea. If you 
miss the point, the rules are: 
a.Do NOT do IT on public prop-
erty, i.e. the parks. Yes, this 
means always. 
b. Do NOT do IT in vehicles 
on public property, i.e. the 
parks. · 
Sec. 18-18. Loitering in·parks. 
No person shall stop, loiter, be or remain in 
any of the parks of the city or in any of the paths, 
drives, streets, boulevards or roadways of the 
parks between the hours of 1 O :OOpm and 6 :30am 
of the day immediately following, except for the 
purpose of traveling across or through such 
parks; nor shall any person park an automobile 
and remain therein between thehours of 1 O:OOpm 
and 6:30am of the day immediately following on 
any of the drives, streets, boulevards, prome-
nades or roadways within the parks of the city, 
unless ScJid person or persons has the prior 
written authorization of the city manager to be in 
said park or parks or their drives, streets, boule-
vards, promenades or roadways during the afore-
mentioned hours. (Code 1968, 711 .20; Ord. No. 
11 -84, 6-6-84) 
c.Do NOT expose IT on public 
property, i.e. the parks. Yes, 
at all to anyone including 
someone who ex presses inter-
est. 
d. Do NOT discuss any ex-
change of money for sexual 
services on public property, 
i.e. the parks. Yes, many gay 
men may view this differently, 
but gay men don't make or · 
enforce the rules. 
e.Do NOT use or be under the ' 
influence of drugs (including 
alcohol) to impair your judg-
ment in the parks. 
· f. DO use our parks in a con-
structive, joyous, entertain-




_ As I write and for many years there 
has been a curfew ordinance in ef-
fect. (See box.) The scenario is · 
somewhat as follows; A police offi-
cer may first ask you to leave a park 
under the ordinance. The second 
time, you are issued a verbal warn-
ing and the officer takes your name 
and pertinent information for a file 
at headquarters , deterance or intimi-
dation depending. If you are still/ 
again in a park, you are in violation 
of a police request to not be there 
··; and can be arrested for "criminal 
· trespass". 
, I . . f We'repr~ud.of OUR . 
PAPER, 1nsp1r~d. by OUR 
2 
READERS, and llldebted 
to" OUR -ADVERTISERS-
jf·· 
One quarter of the "crime" in Deer-
ing Oaks and the Western Prom 
parks is "criminal trespass", being 
in the parks after 10 PM after being 
asked to leave. Also, approximately 
95% of the arrests in Deering Oaks 
Park and 100% of the arrests on the 
Western Prom are homosexually 
related. It is very clear that the 
ordinance and the arrests in the parks 
are being specifically directed to 
men engaged in meeting other men 
for homosexual sex acts. 
Be aware that there is a movement 
afoot to rigidly enforce the curfew 
ordinance in Deering Oaks and else-
where. My opinion is that the rea-
sons are all the usual homophobic 
ones ranging from improving th 
"reputation" of the park to increas-
ing the nearby property values, to 
true fascism. 
The curfew ordinance exists and 
can be more substantially enforced. 
( 
3) · BEATING/ROBBING PER-
CEIVED HOMOSEXUALS 
"GAY-BASHING" 
Yes, it's true! Be aware and act 
accordingly. 
I do not have a conclusion or even a ·, 
nice summary. I hope I have given 
you more information and insight 
than you had. I believe there is 
some work to be done as well as 
more education. Perhaps you would · 
like to write a call for action or a 
happy gay ending. 
For more information contact the 
FRIENDS OF THE PARKS 
COMMISSION 55 Portland St., 
· Portland, Me. 04101, Parkside or 
West End Neighborhood Associa-
tion, the Portland Police Depart-
ment, or your elected city officials. 
Sincerely, 
Albert Nickerson 
Dear Our Paper Foiles, 
Thanks for the great spread on the 
MLGPA endorsements. 
And your slogan "Protest Homo-





Continued on Page 3 
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Continued from Page 2 
An Openl.elter To TheAmerican People. I 
I 
Bu11tr King wishes 10 pp on record as supporting traditional American V>lucs on I 
television, especially the importance of the ramily. 
I 
Wt believe the Amcr~,n people dc,i,. television programs Iha! r<llcc1 lhc V>lucs J 
they ar< lrying to iMtill in their children. j 
Wt pledge 10 support such programs wdh our advtrlising dollaB. I 
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Dear Our Paper: 
Even though a right wing boycott 
has never worked, Christian Leaders 
for Responsible (CLEAR-TV) has 
pressured Burger King into renouncing 
TV shows that don't promote 
"traditional family values". 
"Traditional family values" are not 
obvious values we all support like 
decency, honesty, and love of family. 
The values those right wing groups 
espouse, are based on homo-phobia, 
sexism, fear, and bigotry. Without fail, 
bias against gay men and lesbians is 
prominent in their belief system. 
For Burger King to crumble at their 
threats and go on record endorsing 




National Co~ing Out Day 
p 
AN OPEN LEITER TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS 
by Tim Grover 
Beginning with our January issue, 
OUR PAPER will incorporate new 
prices for OUR advertisers. We have 
very literally not been keeping up with 
the cost of printing OUR PAPER: the 
increase in our rent, phone and 
electricity, as well as the increased cost 
of postage for our new subscribers. 
Through this all we have not raised 
OUR subscription rate, but greatly 
encourage OUR readers to subscribe. 
Many of these issues are healthy 
growing pains that we have experienced 
in 1990. 
This month's issue is packed with a 
wide variety of material, some holiday 
related, some not. Please take a 
.,._moment and notice OUR thank you to 
Dear Staff of Our Paper, 
Hi! I'm enclosing a check for $12-
1 ~ this paper!! I'm fifteen years old 
and I live in the Auburn-Lewiston area. I 
go to an early college program and just 
this year I've started to think I might be 
a lesbian. I got a copy of Our Paper from 
an aut!i_or I wrote to in New York. 
I'm sure I sound very typical whett I 
say I've got a lot of questions and very 
few answers, and right now I'm just 
looking for some connections, some people 
to correspond with-anything! 
OUR advertisers. These businesses 
have kept OUR PAPER healthy and 
strong as we embark on OUR 8th year. 
We are proud of the direction in 
· which OUR PAPER is headed. We 
have tried to listen to your 
constructive criticisms and 
implemented many of the suggestions 
made. We have tried to .maintain our 
journalistic integrity and offer OUR 
community a positive sense of pride. 
We feel the paper has come a long 
way in recent months and, with your 
continued support, we will continue to 
improve. 
Best wishes for a joyful and healthy 
season, may OUR advertisers prosper . 
and multiply. _ 
Anyway, I know I'm young and I've 
got plenty of time to figure everything 
out-I'm not worried. Meanwhile, I'd 
love it if you could send your newspaper 
to me. Maybe I'll write something for 
Our Paper in the future. 
You are all doing a valuable thing by 
distributing this paper. If only it was -
easier to find out· about - I haven't 
found anything for lesbians around here 
- it's lonely! Keep up the great work. 
Thanks. 
Name Withheld 
SUPPORT THOSE WH,O SUPPORT· us; I I ' f'RANK GRAHAM ! • l • 207-6'33- 3CJ4'B , 
Fine Jewelry 
When your feelings are for real-
At Christmastime there is always 
one special gift you need 
for someone very special . . . 
Fine jewelry is a gift whose beauty 
lasts for ever and will be remembered 
long after the holidays are over. 
( 
NICOLSON & RYAN 
.JEWELERS 





OE CO '< . S 
DECORATIVE BIRDS & ·DECOYS 
BOOTHBAY HOUSE HILL 









P.O. BOX 667 
i ETC. 
Holiday Gifts; Cards, and Gift Certificates available . 
Self-Help~ Recovery• Health 
47 Maine Street 
Brunswick, Maine 04011 
(207) 721 -0702 






DROP ME A LINE 
by John David Ober 
This is the first of a series of articles to 
profile Gay/Lesbian/Alternative bu~i-
nesses in Maine. Future profiles will 
appear as space and time permit. 
If you want to buy a copy of the 
Advocate, a national publication 
reporting on issues of interest to gay 
and lesbian readers, you can find it in 
several Portland newsstands---;-but 
usually not on the rack with the other 
news weeklies, but rather in among the 
bins of pornographic magazines of all 
stripes. 
"That's why we decided to carry it 
here," says Roger Mayo, who opened 
a shop called DROP ME A LINE with 
his friend and partner Jim Neal last 
. July. 
The combination of Mayo and Neal 
(sounds like a vaudeville duo) offers an 
unparalleled mix of complementary 
talents. Mayo',s ,playful charm, wicked 
wit, and. uperripg sense of high camp 
style are nicely paired with the artistic 
skills and -creativ(.: imagination of Neal. 
It is no wonder that DROP ME A · 
LINE has · become a local· hangout, a 
· . kind of coffee house manque given the 
absence of tables and chairs. . · 
"There are countless networks 
around, indexes, cross refei;enc~s . for 
straighli :~\JSiQess.." 1~ay9,. ,nott;S, ~ ;aut 
YOl,l- 1<:.atl t. ~d4'·rc tP!P ,f9, r the,i ,Ye\JO"! 
Pages and find listings., for , gay 
establishm~nts .pf.any lqn_d." . , i . . 
businesses will see fit to remove the 
veil and join the procession by letting 
it be known that they welcome gay and 
lesbian clients." (See related material 
in this issue of OUR PAPER for more 
details · on listing your business in this 
"pink map".) 
According to both Mayo and Neal, 
their location across from the Sonesta 
Hotel has proved fortuitous for more 
than one weary and stranded hotel 
. guest. As usm~l, gay and lesbian people 
who find themselves in a strange city 
have little or no way of finding 
sympathetic restaurants, bars, or other 
businesses unless they have the good 
fortune to meet_ up with someone like 
Mayo or Neal. 
Mayo points out, ·warming .to his 
subject. "Tli'e. attitude·~. ·,y ou-warit gay 
greetiag l ~-ar~s_? S~sq. ~ igh~,'. tliro"µgh 
that dingy door into the back cubbY: 
hole ... .' Just lik.e going _t,o,the· back of . 
the bus!" ' · As a public service, Mayo <lB.'!:'-Meal 
have not qnly, placed a pink -ftflUlgle "' 
prominently on the .~hop's door, but 
.. Mayo and Neal decided . eru:ly .. in 
. their venture' that, they would not fall 
; victims to that old sense of shame and 
·,.-.'..,; fear that causes shopkeepers ,tQ get 
· into a doubJe bind or Catch-22. · , 
· , they have. . <;o~sider311ely . listed t~e 
known establishm~nts in P.ortlan~ tqat 
cater. to gay. iW,d Je~bi~ 'people; ~d 
they have listed these establis~ents 
on a map of parking garages issues by 
the. .city . and .. the. Intown Portland 
Exchange. 
. "We hope to put together our very 
· own pink map some time in early 
.1991," , says Mayo. "Perhap~ qtqer ., 
"First you isolate . the 'risque' 
merchandise into a dark corner of the 
store. From that moment on you .are 
trapped. You have to admit that, yes, 
. you too accept the general societal 
view that everything in the dark corner 
.. is illicit, taJ.nted, or dirty." w 
. ' 
Mayo and Neal obviously have 
excellent taste in the merchandise they 
procure, and they are justifiably proud 
of their selections. Nothing is hidden 
away or tucked out of sigh_t as if to give 
it the implicit label: "Prurient." There 
are no guilty secrets or dank back 
rooms here. 
As Mayo and Neal begin to stock 
shelves, racks, and cases for the 
Christmas season, it seems certain that 
amid so much good cheer, raucous 
humor, and whimsical trinkets only a 
Scrooge would fail to find something to 
please him . To be sure, DROP ME A 
LINE is chock-full of items that bring 
a smile to one's lips or call forth the 
· healthy laughter of recognition that 
comes from seeing self-parody, a form 
of comic relief well known to many 
minority groups who have relied upon 
such humor to help them through 
some rather grim realities . 
Just _ what have Mayo and Neal 
elected to purvey in · their colorful.-
crowded storefront on 'High Street? 
Well, their sign announces "progress-
ive cards, @ts, and wraps," and those 
things are present in profusion, But 
. that is by no means an. 
Here are just some of the items we 
noticed as Jim Neal took us on a 
deligh~ful, magic~.! tour of the shop:_ 
. . framed · collages, some with drted 
flowers, on paper that Neal himself had 
made fro.m var!o~ plan} fibe~s; a line 
of org~ skill; pµ-.e 1p!,9d1.!_cts from: 
Smith and'Vandivfr,Witli no an1nial o'y-
products and no testii;ig o,f the botanic-
. als on animals in the cours~ 'of their 
manufacture. 
"Just fruits and nuts!" Mayo inter-
jected from the bac~ground. . 
There is, of course, stationery, some 
of it made from recycled "paper, and 
boxes of Christmas cards; 'cahdlesticks", . . . I 
cases, and candles, in~luding some 
- thirty-inch tapers for tbd§e who like 
their candles tall. Gift . bags to hold 
presents and gift wraps abound__. We 
spotted. pencils filled with miniature 
; rock collections, pens, ribbons and 
bows; calendars both artistic and sexy, 
refrigerator inagnets, gold paper clips, 
campy jewelry, ornaments, paper-
weights, incense sticks, slap bracelets, 
and also candy. · 
, .. 
Candy? Yes, beautifully displayed 
in a wooden' and glass case that was 
owned more than a hundred years ago 
by Mayo's grandfather are six flavors of 
chocolate truffles, chocolate turtles, 
peanut butter cups, Finale bars, and 
Maine Moose Pies, "No Doo Doo," but 
only imported chocolate. 
The variety of cards for every 
occasion-and some you may not have 
thought about-run~ the gamut from 
the hilarious to the sublime. Among · 
the latter are hand-printed sillc screen 
cards made by local artist Libby North 
as well as cards boasting exquisite 
flower collages made from the petals of 
dried flowers by Nellie Davis of Jay, 
Maine. The. witty cards are much 
bett~r in_ tlib.cse~_irig ,than in. t!i~J ~ll,rg: 
"If you fil<e 'to H1ui h'· ah'd' tcl ii.ave 
fun, they you're the kind of person we 
love to see come in," say Mayo. "And if 
all else fails-and so far we are ahead 
. of our financi~I projections for the first 
six months~ but you never know'-1 am 
also a professional photographer: I 
have don~ . and still do weddings, 
reunions, formal or informal portraits, 
couples, and men. Especially ·men." 
DROP ME A LINE . 
1.44 High Street -
Portland, Maine 04101 
Phone: 773-5547 
Owners: Roger May and Jim Neal 
Hours: . Monday-Friday: 10 to 6 
Saturday: 10 to 5 
Sunday: Noon to 5 
Hours may be extended during the holiday 
season. 
SHARE YOUR TALENTS . 
'DS la/4 
FANCY FLOWERS 
468 Fore Street. Portland. Maine 1-?07-772-3881_ 
-4· ·' ·.:, · 
• •. >,.. ·.·--
.. ,NEWA WOMEN'S 
~ROS BOOKSTORE 
186 Hampshire St. Cambridge MA 02139 
(61n 876-5310 IDD:876-3340 
A 10mlrute walk from the Central Square T 
Books Journals CDs & Tapes 
Feminist and Multi-Cultural Presses 
Cards Posters 
Non-sexist children's books 
Full mail-order services available. MC/VS accepted. 
10-6 Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat/10-9 lhurs/12-6 Sun • 
II 1' 0 u .e ,. ,. . 
- - 'Y 
THE STRAIGHT AND NARROW by Holly Valero 
I 
A VISIT FROM MS. NICHOLAS 
Twas the late eve of Christmas, when 
I unplugged the tree 
And gave a smile to our goldfish in 
their two-gallon sea. 
The crinkling of paper and a tiny pat 
pat pat 
Told me in an instant, it must be the 
cat. 
Gently I urged him, a pounce treat 
for lure, 
The tree gave a shudder, a streak of 
white fur. 
Tossing the treat, I re-braced the 
tree, 
And gathered the ornaments-at least 
those I could see. 
\ 
Racing me up to the top of the stairs 
I tripped on the damn cat, but 
couldn't have cared. 
Into the dark bedroom, I tippy-toed 
in fright, 
Hoping my eyes would adjust to the 
light 
before I hit the bedside, the dresser, 
or wall -
I walked slow, like a zombie, my 
arms out and all. 
Ah-ha! The bed I finally spied, 
A beautiful woman asnooze at my 
side. 
Her newspapers and paperbacks 
tossed on the floor, 
In a casual landslide that near 
reached the door. 
Grabbing my bear, Steve, I made a 
cocoon 
Of the down quilt and afghan, to 
sleep until noon. 
THE 
When out on the deck came a 
clatterous clank, 
To the top of the porch, skipping the She sang not a tune but went straight 
gutters, --·- to her work. 
I figured in Portland, it must be a 
prank! 
They landed around the chimney and Standing there I began to feel like a 
started to putter. jerk. 
I stumbled out of bed to see if things 
were okay, 
I dashed to the living room for no She filled all the stocki)lgs and patted 
other reason, the cat, 
The window all frosty from heat 
blown away. 
Than it's stupid to stay outside when . After giving a groan, on the couch 
your fanny is freezin. she then sat. 
As my eyes became more accustomed 
to the dark, 
Running half-blind I made it 
downstairs, 
Searching for clues of the whos, 
whats, and wheres. 
Outside a full moon cast a blue eerie 
glow 
On the deck and the barbecue 
covered with snow. 
When what to my lesbian heart 
brought a pang 
But a woman.in red; my gosh, k.d. 
lang! 
A tiny black sleigh and guitar by her 
side, 
I wondered if maybe she'd give me a 
ride ... 
Eight tiny reindeer, but, hell, who was 
counting 
She commanded quite sternly as the 
sleigh she was mounting. 
Her voice sweet and husky as she 
called em by name, 
These big furry critters seemed 
reasonably tame. 
"Now, Dasher! Now, Dancer!" a flash 
of a hoof, 
"Holy Night," I thought, "she's goin' 
for the roof!" 
'To the top of the porch!" 
"But, wait!" I then cried. 'Take care 
near the gutters, 
They're loose on one side!" 
"Wpat's going on down there?" my 
love was awake. -
"Nothing, sweetheart!" I tried to 
placate. 
A bit of coal dust and embers started 
to rattle and jiggle, 
I couldn't stand the suspense and 
started to giggle. 
With a puff of coat dust k.k. lang 
did appear 
And I couldn't believe I was standing 
so near. 
This was better than Star Search, A 
Current Affair, 
No one would believe me, but what 
would I care! 
The sack she carried was stuffed full 
of toys 
For lesbian girls and gay little boys. 
Records and stuff from the best of 
gay disco . 
Unavailable in stores, save for Boston 
or Frisco. 
Magazines and hardcovers, and 
goodies you name it! 
From the S & M shops where you 
buy it and tame it! 
Gay guides that span your city or 
state 
For those long business trips when 
you simply can't wait. 
• 883-6934 • 
A 24-hour information 
line on events, group 
meetings, and person-
als for Gay men and 
Lesbians in south-
western Maine. All 
listings are free. 
I started to think that this may be a 
lark. 
It was then that I noticed the red hi-
heeled pumps, 
For a moment, I confess, she had me 
quite stumped. 
A flash of enlightenment sent a chill 
in me, 
When she kicked off her pumps and 
said, "these are killing me!" 
- 'This red and white outfit is really a 
drag!" 
It was this remark that sent up a flag. 
"Why not ~dd sequins, some color, 
say green?" 
A lesbian no. 
This was a drag queen! 
I stood looking stupid. 
He said, "Dear, didn't you know?" 
It was then that he gave a real "Ho, 
Ho, Ho, Ho!" 
Ho~ting his cleavage out of the 
house, 
He said, "Best wishes to you, and of 
course to your spouse!" 
"You're not using the chimney?" 
"Oh no, that's a mess! 
The first time I came down I ruined 
my dress!" 
CENTRE BOOKSTORE 
AND LEARNING CENTRE 
ELM STREET, DAMARISCOTTA 
563-2123 
NOW OPEN! 
Tues. - Sun. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
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ELECTING THE 115TH MAINE .LEGISLATURE: . 
MARCHING TOWARD CIVIL RIGHTS 
by John Bean, 
MLGPA Board Member 
Maine's lesbians and gay men can 
breathe a little easier after last month's 
election: the politics of hate-
mongering and gay-bashing were 
largely discredited in this state, leading 
one to believe that Maine voters are 
growing less homophobic and more 
accepting of diversity. A good number 
of intolerant conservatives were tossed 
out of the legislature, one of them by 
o~r own senator-elect Dale 
McCormick. The incoming legislature 
is more progress-ive on issue important 
to the gay and lesbian community as 
measured by past votes of incumbents 
and candidate surveys; and if we in the 
community work together we are on 
the verge of following Wisconsin and 
Massachusetts into an era of legal 
protections and enfranchisement. 
Soon after the last legislative · 
session ended, a monthly meeting of 
the board and interested members of 
the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political 
Alliance reviewed our near victory in 
passing '.'An Act to Prevent Discrim-
ination"- a civil rights bill for the gay 
and lesbian community in matters of 
employment, housing, and public 
accommodation. We had come very 
close, within a handful of votes in the 
Maine Senate, of passage by both 
houses. An exhilarating and ,Jtlstoric 
win in the House was cause· ·for 
celebration-what a masterful lobbying· 
effort by Sive Neilan, (~iendly 
legislators, and others-yet all that 
effort had fallen short of the mark. The 
problem did not lie in our testimony; 
the Judiciary Committee heard 
eloquent, impassioned and persuasive ' 
arguments for the civil rights 
protections offered in the bill. In 
contrast, those testifying against the bill 
faltered through prejudice, intolerance, 
and stereotypes into presenting a clear 
picture of the discriminatory patterns 
of behavior this bill would address. We 
could not blame the Senate vote on 
media coverage or public opinion 
either: there was little evidence that 
we were losing the fight in those areas. 
Our loss, in the end, lay in the mark-
up of the legislature itself. 
Conservatives and the religious right 
had consolidated their power during 
the Reagan era and were never going 
to listen to our voice of reason and 
address social wrongs. We could see, as 
could a lot of other progressive groups, 
where the problem districts in the state 
were, and resolved to get as many of 
those opposing the bill out of office as 
we could. A lot of this work was 
behind the scenes and in coalitions, but 
two out lesbians were also sacrificed 
peace of mind, a healthy lifestyle, and 
their privacy to themselves run against 
two of the Senate no votes that stood 
in our way. 
Dale McCormick's campaign 
reached deep into the energy reserves 
of her corps of volunteers and into the. 
- pockets of donors in Maine and in 
other states where news of her 
gutsiness had spread. The incredible 
response and Dale herself achieved the 
improbable: unseating an incumbent 
Republican in a rural, Republican 
district. On the other hand, Sive Neilan 
- fought an uphill battle in a mid-coast 
district where homophobic attacks in 
the media were probably a factor in 
her defeat, and Robin Lambert in a 
Portland primary bec·ame a casualty of 
sleazy gay-bashing from the Karen 
Evans' camp. There was great 
satisfaction in seeing Evans and her 
tactics trounced in the general election 
by Gerry Conley, a progressive ally of 
many disadvantaged groups including 
our own. And finally, Bonnie Titcomb 
of the Lakes Region wiped up the flo9r 
with Larry Simpson, whose campaign 
tried to smear her with the label "pro-
gay" because of her vote on the bill. 
Some of the lessons learned from 
these legislative races are that we need 
to be organized as a community, that 
. we have enemies that are powerful but 
not invincible, that we can be out and 
.. 
still win at the state level and that the 
tide is now with us. We are a powerful 
voting block that was courted by 
candidates of both parties. If we 
continue to register to vote, to work on 
· and donate to progressive campaigns, 
to demand the discussion of our issues, 
to come out and be visible, to endorse 
our friends and mobilize not alone but 
in coalitions against our enemies, to 
run for office ... we will "get over", to 
borrow a phrase from the African-
American community. Our political 
opponents, through ignorance or 
insensitivity, through intolerance or 
· heterosexism, through bigotry or 
fanaticism will try to kill a civil rights 
bill and a host of other life-or-death 
measures important to our community 
that are coming up this session. Many 
fundamentalists in their ranks meet 
three times a week, raise funds weekly, 
and will not waver from their 
.. conviction that· we, as gay men and 
Bowdoin Students Protest 
"Committed, . thinking stu-
dents wrestling with real-life issues" 
was one comment on an early morn-
ing demonstration at Bowdoin 
College on November 2nd. About 
45 students blocked entrances to 
the administration building and 
library for more than four hours in 
response to claims that the college 
had not met its deadline for hiring a 
. gay-lesbian studies instructor and 
developing a recruitment plan for 
minority faculty. 
In a Wednesday night meet-
. ing, students met with President 
Robert H. Edwards demanding a 
GLAD·DAYH 
BOOKS H·O P ~ 
- hiring plan. On Thursday, media 
interviews were arranged with stu-
dents and administrators. On Octo-
ber 26th, members of the Colition 
for Concerned Students had pick-
eted Edward's inauguration over 
the minority hiring issue. 
· , 
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lesbians, are evil, decadent, and 
symbols of the coming apocalypse: we 
must beat them at the organizing 
game. We need to overcome the 
isolation and apathy in our community, 
we need to raise funds · to lobby the 
legislature and public opinion, and we 
need to sacrifice time to building 
organizations that advocate our 
agendas. 
We do have momentum: the Maine 
Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance 
endorsed 105 candidates of which 70 
percent won (not quite a kiss of 
death!), no incumbent in the legislature 
who was a yes vote on civil rights was 
turned out for a no vote and our 
governor now says he would allow such 
a bill, if passed,. to become law. 
We as a community have a lot to 
celebrate in the election. We have a lot 
of work ahead of us before we win the 
civil rights bill next summer. Let's do 
it! 
Many felt that the act1v1sm 
was a good sign, indicating a change 
from the I 980's when students 
across the country were labeled as 
apathetic. Richard A. Mersereau , 
director of Bowdoin 's office of 
public relations and publications and 
a student in the 60's, said that his 
office tries to follow a policy of 
"full disclosure" and feels that the 
publicity may be a good thing for 
the college . 
Rather than relying on a more di-
verse curriculum to implement 
change, one Bowdoin senior, Janet 
Boyd commented, "We feel stu-
dents need role models, right here." 
At l lam on November 2nd, Presi-
dent Edwards offered a plan of ac-
tion involving meeting with depart-
ment chairs and producing a plan to 
realize a significant increase in the 
number of minority and women 
faculty . 
.,-, . . , -
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Out Front: Portland Youth Attends New Pacific Academy 
by Paul B. Duff 
The New Pacific Academy lo-
cated in San Francisco was founded 
to cultivate a new generation of 
queer activists. The Academy is 
non-partisan and non-sectarian -
the goal of training is not to 
promote a particular ideology, but 
to encourage thoughtful and effec-
tive activism reflecting and respond-
ing to the diverse needs of the queer 
community. 
This pastJune, I 00 students, from 
18 - 30 years of age, participated in 
the inaugural, month-long session 
of the Academy. Students came 
from all over the U.S .. Half of the 
participants were women, and half 
of all students were people of 
color.Of the pioneer session of 1990, 
the NPA staff writes: 
We sought to prm·ide a unique 
opportunity_for leshian , gay. hisex-
11al. and trans-gender young people 
to exchange ,·iews with the 
community's leading acti,·ists, art-
ists, theorists, and community sen- · 
ice professionals in a way that would 
proride hands-on experience and 
s/..:ills applicable to many aspects of 
our commu11itv's needs. 
We heliere that the power to make 
decisio11s i11\'0fring the institutions 
a11d erents that affect our e,·eryday 
lii·es begins with questioning ques-
KRISHN AMUR TI: 
WITH A SILENT MIND 
BERKELEY IN THE .SIXTIES 
WHITE PALACE 
MILLER'S CROSSING 
tions and acquiring the basic tools 
to both demand and make an an-
swer. 
Our pilot program was an ex-
periment to help provide the tools . 
for committed young people to move 
their lives away ji·om the margins 
and into the core of new leadership. 
We c,:eated a small community 
to which no one came and from 
which no one left fully formed or 
. without leaving their mark for 
change. In so doing we have suc-
cessfully brought a new comrad-
erie, exposure, and level of commit-
ment to ourselves and 100 young 
activists from all over the nation . . 
Change was the basis of our 
vision. Change is the basis of our 
continuance and renewal. Change 
will hring us to a future worth living 
111. 
Among the "100 young activ-
ists" was Maine 's own Schei Poulin. 
Schei is 18 years old ahd was the 
youngest participant at the NP A. 
Her most recent claim to fame was 
a photo appearance in The Maine 
Times as a memberof OUTRIGHT, 
a group of young gay men, lesbians , 
. bisexual men and women, and those 
questioning their sexuality who meet 
weekly to provide each other with 
Nov. 30 - Dec. 3 
Dec. 4- 6 
Dec. 7 -·16 
Dec. 11 -16 
Closed for vacation Dec. 18-25-Happy Holidays! 
AKIRA KUROSAWA'S DREAMS Dec. 26 - 31 
ADVEN'fURES OF MILO & OTIS Dec. 26 - Jan. 1 
LIFE AND NOTHING BUT Jan. 1 - 3 
[)RILR..OA[).SQUJ..JtE (:IN EM.\. ' . 
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support and information in a safe 
and social environment. Schei' s 
participation in OUTRIGHT as well 
as her own activism and spirit for 
positive change primed her for par- -
ticipation in the NPA summer ses-
sion. 
Schei says that the NPA was an 
incredibly empowering experience 
- one which transported her and 
the other participants from climates 
of apathy to a temporar¥ hotbed of 
activism. One of the hardest things 
about the program, according to 
Schei, was that everyone knew that 
they had to return to where they had 
come from cities and towns across 
America where activism can be 
draining and very often unreward-
ing. The program did provide, 
however, a renewal of energy based 
on an increased understanding of 
the importance and possibilities of a . 
new generation of queer leaders. 
Everything was open to question 
and nothing was taken for granted; 
says Schel. She feels that the par-
ticipants learned to consider 
everyone's "issues" when maki,ng ' 
decisions as it became clear that 
actions based on only one group's 
needs were unacceptable since they -. 
usually infringed on someone else. 
"Queer issues and human issues are 
I 
basically the same. It's impossible 
to be in favor of queer rights and not 
the rights of people of color and 
other oppressed groups", she said. 
"We really fought hard to look at 
. things from a broad perspective." 
Sadly, it looks as though Schei 
and the other members of the pio-
neer class of the NPA may also be 
. members of NP A's final class. Due 
to severe financial difficulties and 
loss of leadership, the NPA may be 
unable to offer classes for a second 
year. On the school's demise, Schel 
says, "I think it's really unfortunate. 
It's definitely time for the program 
. - · it's needed. The people who 
attend, however, are incapable of 
financing it and the queer commu-
nity won't pay for it." 
The following excerpts from the 
farewell statement of "The 1990 
Pioneer Class of the New Pacific 
Academy" serve 'as convincing 
evidence that whatever the fate of 
the NPA, the queer community has 
not heard 'the last of Schel and her 
classmates; these words are a fitting 
-,conclusion and a hopeful beginning: 
We, the proud first class of the 
New Pacific Academy, probably 
have a hundred different interpre-
tations of what has happened to us 
continue~ on page 13 
· .. :-
SCHEDULE OF MAINE HEALTH FOUNDATION EVENTS 
December 9 
"DO SOMETHING WITH THAT HAIR CUT-A-THON" at Deja-Vu, 620 
Congress Street, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. $20.00 will buy you a new look for the 
holidays and all proceeds will go to the Maine Health Foundation. Guest cutters 
include: David, Harvey, Paul Rodrigue, Lisa Lennen, Brenda Broder, Abby 
Black, and Christian Frahm. For further information and appointments, call 
David Harvey at Deja-Vu, 772-4552. Walk-ins welcome throughout the day. 
"CHRISTMAS TREE ENDOWMENTS" Look for these anatomically correct 
gingerbread ornaments all over town. Part of the proceeds go directly to the 
Maine Health Foundation. 
Persons wishing to donate time, energy, money, or services for any of the above events. are 
encouraged to call f o:r further injormation 773-3564. Tickets for any of the above events are 
usually available one month prior to the event and may be obtained by calling 967-0787. 
' ' ·~, ' ·1 . ' 
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Navy Admiral Wants "Outstanding" Lesbians Expelled 
U.S. Representative Gerry 
Studds has released an internal Navy -
memorandum which urges intensi-
fied efforts to expel lesbians from 
the Navy while characterizing gay 
women as outstanding perfo .·:ners. 
Rep. Studds said that the mes-
sage is "one of the most disturbing 
documents I have seen over the 
course of my work against the 
Pentagon's anti-gay policy. It is an 
alarming display of Naval sexism 
as well as homophobia." 
"The message urges officers to 
seek out and discharge lesbians in 
their midst while at the same time 
describing gay women as 'hard-
working, career-oriented, willing to 
put in long hours on the job and 
among the command's top profes-
sionals"', Studds said. 
The message was sent by Vice 
Admiral Joseph S. Donnell, Com-
NewWorks News (Indianapolis) 
', 
' . 
mander of the Navy's Surface At-
. lantic Fleet, to all Commanders, 
Commanding Officers and Officers 
in Charge of 40 shore installations 
in the eastern U.S. and nearly 200 
ships, including some deployed in 
the Persiam Gulf. 
"It seems to me", Studds 
said, "that the Navy has better things 
to do, _especially at the moment, . 
than go after its own top perform- _ 
ers." 
"I cannot help but think of the 
lesbian officer serving on board a 
ship off Saudi Arabia right this 
minute, risking her life. This docu-
ment sits on her ship-board desk, 
telling her in no uncertain terms that 
if the Iraqis don 't get her, the U.S. -
Navy will." 
The full text of the Admiral 's 
message may be obtained by call-
ing Kate Dyer at 202-225-3111 
- . 
. Immigration Restrictions Against Gays and PWA's Eased 
The US Congress recently gave the lawmakers added a clause that 
final approval to landmark legisla- gives the Department of Health and 
tion that removes gay men and les- Human Services (HHS) power to 
bians from the nation's list of delete AIDS and HIV from the list 
immigration exclusions and paves of restricted diseases. 
the way for removal of HIV and The AIDS immigration restriction, 
AIDS from the policy. created by Senator Jesse Helms in 
The act contains sweeping provi- the previous Congress, has received 
: sions for allowing immigrants and . - considerable national and interna-
. visitors to enter the country and , · tional protest. HHS a9-d the Bush 
reforms McCarthy era restrictions Administration have repeatedly said 
-· that prevented many people-gays it was Congress ' responsibility for 
.,. . 
and lesbians includes-from visit- removing HIV from the immigra-
ing the U.S. During conference tion list. 
_committee negotiations on the bill 
National ~ay and Lesbian Task force 
New Rights Law For Channel Island 
Jersey, U.K. · Parliament in July 
decriminalized gay male sex for 
those over 21. Lesbian sex, nev-er 
visible on the island, was never ille-
gal. Deputies and senators said they 
opposed the change, but faced in-
creasing pressure from London and 
the European Court of Human 
R~ghts to come into accord with 
Outlines 
~a 
European law. "This whole subject 
is distasteful to me as it is to an 
. overwhelming number of residents 
of this island," said Deputy Edgar 
Becquet as he introduced the de-
criminalization measure. Jersey, 
one of the Channel Islands, lies 
between England and France. 
... 
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Canadian Utility Includes Gay 
Couples For Health Benefits 
Anti-Gay Judges 
Barred in New Jersey 
Toronto Hydro, the city electric _ 
utility , has extended ail job benefits 
to "common-law same-sex part- . 
ners." So far, three gay couples 
have applied for family health bene-
The state Supreme Court has 
modified New Jersey 's judicial and 
professional codes to prohibit law-
yers and judges from discriminat-
ing against gays and lesbians. It is 
believed to be the first stated judici-
ary to adopt such a policy. 
Outlines 
.. fits. Said Howard Levine, the 
mayor's appointee to the electricity · 
commission, "Toronto Hydro is still 
providing electricity and we haven 't 
· gone to hell." 
Outlines 
Put Some Soul 
Into The Season 
-A Candlelight Concert. 
Fri., Dec. 21, 8 pm 
1st Parish Church 
425 Congress St., Portland 
Tickets $13/8 children 
Call 774-0465 
Also available at Amadeus 
Music and The Whole Grocer 
Co-Sponsored by The Moine Times, 
Shop n' Sove and WMGX 
BIG SOUNDS FROM ALL OVER 
MAINE IN PINK GUIDE and MAP 
A cooperative effort to highlight and promote gay-owned 
and gay-friendly businesses in Maine Is now underway 
between OUR PAPER and Drop Me A Line Card Shop in 
Portland. The Maine in Pink Guide and Map will be 
presented as a special color pull-out section in the 
March/April 1991 issue of OUR PAPER. 
Each participating business will be high-
lighted on the map and receive a display 
ad as well as a supply of the Guide to be 
distributed at their place of business. The 
Maine in Pink Guide and Map will also c-,l . 
include listings of Gay /Lesbian community 
organizations and gay-friendly guest 
houses throughout the state . 
Promotional copies of Maine in Pink will be distributed to 
national and regional publishers of gay guides to 
encourage representation beyond the local level. 
Businesses and organizations wishing to be included in 
the Guide or wanting additional information should contact 
Roger or Jim at Drop Me A Line (773-5547) or Tim at OUR 
PAPER (761--0733) as soon as possible. Deadline for this 
project is February 15th. 
R 
SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT PORNOGRAPHY --
by Rachel King 
Two weeks ago, Dennis Barrie, the 
Director of the Contemporary Arts Cen-
ter in Cincinnati was acquitted by a jury 
on charges that his exhibjt of Robert 
Mapplethorpe's photography viola(ed 
local obscenity laws. It was the first case 
in which an art gallery (or its director) 
was tried on obscenity charges. It proba-
bly won't be the last. Barrie's trial, and 
the current debate centered around fund-
ing from the. National Endowment For 
the Arts, has challenged me to think 
about where I stand on the pornography 
issue. 
During my college years, I was very 
much opposed to pornography, I be-
longed to a women's group committed to 
ending violence against women. We 
believed that pornography contributed to 
violence against women, so we targeted 
stores where pornography was sold and 
committed acts of civil disobedience to 
draw attention to the issue. sometimes 
our acts were as mild as a boycott or a 
picket line outside the store, other _times 
we were more destructive. Our favorite 
action was to enter the store, one by one, 
and stick pieces ·of chewed up gum in the 
pages of girlie magazines. This rendered 
it imp9ssible for the would be pornog(;,i-
phy observer to enjoy the centerfold. Of 
course, this enraged the store owner. We 
didn ' t usually get caught, unless we 
decided we wanted to for publicity sake. 
One time, the local DA actually prose-
cuted several women who got caught. 
They pied no contest and the judge sen-
tenced them to community workservice 
which they completed at the local women's 
shelter. 
At 20, the issue was easy for me. I 
was certain that pornography was a form 
of violence against women which I wanted 






feminist, and a person generally to the 
left on most issues, it did concern nie 
somewhat that I found myself on the 
same side of the pornography issue as 
several outspoken ·ultra-conservatives. 
For example, Jerry Falwell wants to 
end pornography. So does Jesse Helms. 
They think that the photographs of Robert 
Mapplethorpe are pornographic and proba-
bly think Dennis Barrie ought to spend a 
year in jail for displaying them at the 
Cincinnati gallery. I imagine if either of 
·these noble men read some of my lesbian 
poetry, they'd want to put me in jail, too. 
The recent tidal wave of suppression of 
first amendment values has caused me to 
reevaluate my stance on pornography. 
Webster's defines pornography as 
"the depiction of erotic behavior designed 
primarily to cause sexual excitement." 
Usiqg that as a definition, my lesbian 
poetry is definitely pornographic. So too 
are Mapplethorpe's photographs and 
PlaytJoy magazine. Do I want to ban 
these forms of expression? Can some 
forms be legitimately censored and not 
others? More importantly, who makes 
the decision? 
My personal definition of pornogra-
P.hY is the exploitation of one person in a 
violent or humiliating way for tlie enjoy- ' 
ment of another. Usually the exploited 
person is politically less powerful than 
the exploiter. Women are exploited for 
the enjoyment of men. Children are ex-
ploited for the enjoyment of adults. To 
me, pornography encompasses a larger 
venue than typical forums of expression 
such as "adult" magazines, books and 
movies. Advertisements often border on 
the verge of obscenity. Every day we are 
swamped with images of women (and 
men to a lesser extent) using their sexu-
ality td try to sell us something. 
The Supreme Court has grappled 
with the pornography issue starting in -
1957 with Roth· v. United States, where 
they decided that .''pornography is not . 
within the area of constitutionally pro-
tected speech or press." The difficulty in 
defining the contours of obscenity 
prompted Justice Stewart to write in 
Jacobellis v. Ohio, "I shall not today 
attempt further to define the kinds of 
material I understand to be embraced by 
the term hard-core pornography; and · 
perhaps I could never succeed in intelli-
gibly doing so. But I know it when I see 
it. : .. " 
_ Justice Brennan, a great legal scholar 
and good liberal, finally came to the con-
clusion that describing a workable legal 
standard was impossible. In his dissent 
in Miller v. California, he wrote: 
After 16 years of experimenta-
tion and debate I am reluctantly forced 
to the conclusion that none of the 
available formulas . . . can reduce 
the vagueness to a tolerable level 
while at the same time striking an 
acceptable balance between the 
protections of the First 'and Four-
teenth Amendments and the asserted 
state interest in regulating the dis-
semination of certain sexually ori-
ented materials. 
Like Justice Brennan, I have come 
to the conclusion that a workable defini-
tion for regulating pornography is not 
possible. The cost of living with the first 
amendment is enduring the sometimes 
offensive expression of others. 
For example, 2 Live Crew is also on 
trial on Fort Lauderdale, Florida because 
of their use of sexually explicit lyrics. I 
personally find 2 Live Crew's rap lyrics 
offensive. I also deplore much of the -
@t.tc.K., 1'rv\ TeLL~NC:, '1'014 Thi5 
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heavy metal lyrics. I don't want to listen 
to that music, so why should I care if 
Louisiana or any other legislature passes 
laws banning it? Buy what makes me 
think that my Wom~9,'s }Ylusic won't be 
next in line? I'm sure Jesse Helms and 
"Americans for the Preservation of the 
Family" could find a lot to censor is Cris 
Williamson and Meg Christian's songs. 
If truth were to be told, these songs are 
much more dangerous to the values the 
conservatives are trying to protect than 
the likes of 2 Live Crew. 
I've even tried to think of simple 
definitions for regulating pornography, 
such as allowing all forms of sexual 
expression unless they involve the use of 
violence against someone. If people 
want to humiliate themselves by listen-
ing to 2 Live Crew, that's their problem. 
Violence must be forbidden. However, 
this definition silences the sado-maso-
chistic debate. What about publications 
as "On Our Backs"? Do I want these 
- banned? Certainly a lot .of the lesbian 
(and heterosexual) community perceives 
S and Mas harmful, but should this form 
of expression be outlawed? 
The fact is that ·today I find myself 
supporting 2 Live Crew, a band in my 
mind that has few redeeming character-
istics. I identify with their struggle. It is 
my struggle, too. Maybe not today, but 
probably tomorrow. The powers that 
woulcf si}ence my voice are strong. Ifwe 
resist together then we may survive. Dennis 
Barrie was, after all, acquitted by a jury 
of his peers. The House of Representa-
tives voted against attempts to impose 
further restrictions on the NEA. These 
actions,_ at least, are a sign that ttrere is 
some home for freedom of expres~ion in 
the United States. 
' ' 
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LESBIAN HEAL TH 
ISSUES AND RESOURCES · 
by Peaches Bass 
In the early 1980's, people started 
hearing about "gay and lesbian" health." 
At that time, we were mostly referring 
to the study and treatment of sexually 
transmitted diseases among gay men-
hepatitis B, "gay bowel syndrome," and 
so on. "Lesbian health" was an even 
more undefined concept, and early 
writings addressing lesbian health 
generally framed the concerns of 
lesbians within the broader context of 
women's health issues. References to 
lesbian health seemed to be an 
outgrowth of women's health and gay 
male health, and the topics covered 
were predictable and mostly limited to 
vaginal infections, sexually transmitted 
diseases, menstrual disorders, and arti-
"ficial insemination. 
Even the very best women's health 
book, Our Bodies, Ourselves, tended to 
treat lesbian health as an afterthought. 
In early editions of Our Bodies, Our-
selves, there was a "special" chapter for 
lesbians called, "In Amerika They Call 
Us Dykes," which was more of a socio-
political discussion than a guide to 
lesbian health. If a lesbian needed 
special information about how a health 
issue related specifically to her as a 
lesbian, she might find a brief note of 
special interest to lesbians at the end 
of the chapter. 
It was inevitable, with the number 
of lesbians involved in reproductive 
rights, women's health, health educa-· 
tion, and AIDS activism, that our 
vision of lesbian health would become, 
over time, much more sophisticated. In 
the past ten years, we have begun to 
examine health concerns of lesbians in 
more depth, and beyond the realm of 
classic gynecology. 
Substance abuse, sexual abuse, eat-
ing disorders, partner abuse, and · 
mental health problems were recog-
nized as issues of urgency among 
lesbians, and many counselors and 
therapists now specialize in helping 
lesbians deal with these problems by 
acknowledging the unique aspects of_ 
lesbian life that put us at higher risk 
for alcoholism or anorexia. Profession-
als began to understand that successful 
treatment depended on affirming our 
lesbianism and understanding that our 
lives are shaped, in part, by influences . 
that do not exist for gay men or 
heterosexual women. 
We have also begun to see that our 
"non-traditional" family structures 
present certain health-related 
challenges. AIDS taught us, through 
programs like Buddies, about how to 
take care of a person facing devastating 
iJlness without the benefit of traditional · 
111, . 
family supports. There is a program in 
Washington, D.C., called the Mary-
Helen Mautner Project For Lesbians . 
With Cancer, which provides support 
services for lesbians with cancer. These 
services include support groups, educa-
tion and referral, food preparation, 
child care, volunteer layers, and more. 
The Mautner Project was conceived by 
Mary-Helen Mautner when she and 
her partner, Susan Hester, recognized 
the tremendous burdens that Mary-
. Helen's breast cancer was placing on 
their relationship, their daughter, their 
family, and friends. The Mautner 
Project is the only organization in the 
United States that serves the specific 
needs of lesbians with cancer, and it 
began out of a sense of lesbian family. 
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In fact, access to good care is a very 
significant concern for lesbians. In 
study after study, the literature is-
consistent in documenting the fact that 
lesbians often delay seeking health 
care, avoid it altogether, or receive 
inappropriate care. The reasons cited 
are typical of those cited by many 
minority populations. Health care "' 
providers aren't sensitive to lesbians' 
needs and issues because they lack 
expertise or comfort. Services arnn't 
. the ~pecific health care needs and 
concerns of lesbians; the literature is 
sparse and professional training on the 
subject is almost non-existent. 
The National Institute of Mental 
Health released a study of lesbian 
health care in July, 1988. According to 
the study, more than 25% of the · 
women were assumed to be hetero-
sexual by their health care providers. 
Eleven percent felt that their health 
care providers "forced" birth control on 
them. Sixty-four percent earned under 
$20,000 annually. 
Because there are relatively few 
health education resources for lesbians, 
we are often unaware that, as a popu-
lation, we are at statistically higher risk 
for estrogen-dependent cancers of the 
ovaries, breasts, and endometrium, as 
well as ''.benign" estrogen-related 
conditions such as endometriosis. Most 
lesbians mistakenly assume that they 
cannot acquire or transmit sexually 
transmitted diseases. Since there is very 
little available in the way of reliable 
and understandable health promotion 
targeting lesbians, we remain ignorant 
of our need for routine self-care (self-
breast exams, for example) or routine 
care from a health care provider (pap 
smears, mamograms, etc.). 
In addition to these health 
challenges, we face others. There are 
anecdotal reports that lesbians are at 
higher risk for "chronic fatigue 
. syndrome." (See related story.) There 
are still too few statistically reliable 
research studies. We have grown 
increasingly frustrated and confused 
over how to assess our risk for HIV 
and other sexually transmitted diseases. 
We are feeling drained by our struggle 
with AIDS and unappreciated by our 
communities for the work we do. 
becoming more sensitive and respon-
sive to lesbians with disabilities. And 
while some aspects of what we do can 
be over-professionalized, lesbians are 
still the heart of the "alternative" and 
grass roots community health services, 
which have always specialized in 
lesbian issues and sensitivity. We 
continue to use our skills-our ability 
and willingness to take ·care of others-
to take increasingly better care of our-
selves. 
There are some reliable resources 
on lesbian health. If you are seeking 
information on a certain lesbian health 
topic, most of the following books and 
organizationsproviderecommendations 
for further reading. If you need a 
referral to a lesbian-sensitive health 
care provider, these organizations can 
provide referrals. You might also take 
a look at the advertisements in the gay 
press, and don't hesitate to ask your 
friends for recommendations and 
referrals. 
ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED 
WITH LESBIAN HEALTH 
National Lesbian/Gay Health 
Foundation 
P.O. Box 65472 
Washington, DC 20035 
National Women's Health Network 
1325 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20005 
Office of Gay and Lesbian 
Health Concerns 
New York City Department of 
Health 
125 Worth Street 
New York, NY 10013 
Women's AIDS Network 
333 Valencia Street 
Fourth Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
(415) 864-4376 
Women and AIDS Resource 
· Network .. easily accessible and they're too 
· expensive. As single women, many 
, : lesbians find it difficult to afford At the Lesbian Health Institute of the 
135 West Fourth Street 
New York, NY 10012 
(212) 475-6713 · ' preventive health services. .. , National Lesbian and Gay Health 
·: In Maine, services for lesbians are r ; Conference last July, it was clear that 
· concentrated in the southern and urban ·- · .. t: OUT lesbians are among the leader-
areas of the state. Most health care ; ship on women's health legislation, 
Mabel Wadsworth Womens Health 
Center 
providers, even the well-intentioned, .· including legislation that would benefit 
. exhibit heterosexual bias in their lesbians, for a change. We are talking 
questions, forms, and assumptions, and : · · much more openly about sex and sexu-
fail to investigate avenues of specific ·ality, as difficult as it is. We are 
P.O. Box 20 
Bangor, ME 04401 
{207) 947-5337 
concern to lesbians. In addition, they addressing conditions that affect the continued on page 17 
~e .usually completely unfamiliar with ,. health of lesbians of color. We are 
In Boothbay Harbor ... 
~r;w (. f f the sh(,p that's gone beyond :fltnCttttlt men a · what W,zards dream. .. . 
Four full rooms of Rainbows & Magic include: 
• Naual Qyslals & Gems 
• AuslJian Lead Qystals 
• Pewllll Figi,ines 
• Metaphysical Books & Suppies 
• ~gypllfl & lllUSUai Jewelry 
• Wizards, Oragms, Castes 
arid Fares 
• Chakra Tuning Kits 
• Large Tarot SeiecliCll 
• 'Kaleldo-Skys" 
• Healing & Pa.t Wnls 
1fnt~nntments 
Mastercard - Visa· Checks· UPS 
• Large Incense selection 
• Essenlial Oils 
• Healing SIOnes • !,Jileres, 
pyrimids, obeisks, eggs & ciJsters 
• Many one-ol-a-l<ind jewel peoes 
• Unique Toys & l'uJlpels 
• Slailed Glass 
• Endtlflted Bird Hooses 
• c.rx11es. T aiism1¥1 & Ritual teas 
• New Age musice & videos 
• SlJart Wide bod(s & tapes 
16 McKown Street 
Boon-bay Harbor, ME 04538 
207-633-4992 
Mon· Fri 9-5 
Eves. by appt. 
Hair Styles for 
Women and Men 
69 Arsenal St. 
Augusta, ME 04330 
(207) 623-5131 
0 u R. p A 
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CHRONIC FATIGUE SYNDROME 
by Karen Molvig 
Every human has endured the 
flu, most of us many times over the 
years. Most people take time off 
from work or school to rest and try 
to ride it out. We complain bitterly 
about the nastiness of our symp-
toms (remember that flu that 
wouldn't let you sleep?) Imagine 
living wifh a waxing an waning 
case of the flu ALL the time. 
People who live with chronic 
fatigue syndrome experience the 
illness in several different forms. 
Those who are fortunate enough to 
have a mild case may experience 
the sore throat, swollen glands, 
muscle acl}es, low-grade fevers , and 
profound fatigue in discrete epi-
sodes several times a year with one 
persistent symptoms most of the 
time and may be literally too ex-
hausted to perform the most mun-
dane tasks of daily living (grocery 
shopping, house cleaning, etc. ). 
Some of the symptoms which 
trouble people most involve diffi-
culty concentrating and performing 
mental tasks. Word-finding (choos-
ing exactly the word you mean to 
say in everyday speech) becomes 
troublesome and thinking is some-
what fuzzy (remember what it is 
. like to try to read a book or concen- · 
trate on a TV movie when you have 
the flu ?) . Viruses, which cause the 
flu and are believed io cause the 
chro nic fat ig ue sy ndrome , a re 
known to affect the brain. It is quite 
common for people to feel depressed 
with common forms of the fl u arid 
this is not just a reac tion to feeling 
lousy. It is clear that symptoms of 
anxiety and depress ion are present 
in people withe the chronic fatigue 
syndrome and that these symptoms 
are part of the spectrum of the ill-
ness. 
II 
Many of the people who have 
received the diagnosis (which in-
volves eliminating numerous other 
possibilities through diagnostic test-
ing since there is no specific test for 
this illness) can recall and episode 
of infectious mononucleosiss from 
which they feel they never fully 
recovered. Others remember hav- · 
ing a flu-type illness which didn't 
clear up over time. 
Although the Epstein-Barr virus 
(the virus which is known to cause 
Carl~ Place 
infectious mononucleosis and is one 
of the most common viruses in the 
population) was originally believed 
to be the cause of the illness, re-
searchers are now unsure if a mu-
tant form of that virus or a combina-
tion of viruses cause the problem. 
Important research is underway in 
many prestigious research institu-
tions in the U.S . and abroad. Recent 
scientific articles have described the 
manner in which Epstein-Barr and 
several other viruses seem to be 
able to trick human cells at the 
genetic level. Information learned 
from this research will have impor-
tant implications in our understand-
ing of the workings of many vi-
. ruses, hopefully including HIV, and 
may point to new possibilities for 
treatment. 
Currently there are no routine 
treatments for this illness. People 
are advised to reduce stress in their · 
lives, rest when they feel exhausted 
(some report that naps are very 
helpful for restoring energy) , main-
tain a regular schedule of sleep 
(many sleep 8-10 hours every night), 
try to schedule the most strenuous 
or difficult ac tivities for that time of 
day when they fee l most energetic, 
eat nutritious meals (some report 
that eating smaller meals several 
times a day helps to maintain a 
better energy level),and exercise. in 
moderation when they fee l well 
enough to do so. Long periods of 
staying in bed are not usually sug-
gested as that is now believed to 
damage the muscles and actually 
reduce the energy level over time. 
Psychotherapy can be helpful for 
anyone dealing with the stresses of 
a chronic illness as well as the usual 
stresses of living in our world to-
day. Most of the people thus far 
diagnosed with chronic fatigue 
syndrome are in the prime of life 
and are not prepared to deal with a 
debilitating illness. Family and 
friends are often ill-equipped to help 
emotionally and may not really 
believe that there is any illness since 
prople with this illness usually look 
"okay" and sometimes actually may 
feel okay. The level of deppression 
that this illness can produce is often 
very frightening and peple may be 
afraid to tell their loved ones that 
Sun Effects Tanning & Toning 
782 Minot Avenue 
Auburn, Maine 04210 
(207) 782-2006 
UNLIMITED TANNING 
$29.95for one month 
Your choice of Bed or Booth 
Carl Duplissis 
Owner/Stylist Tim Moody Butch Burgess 
.• 
·they feel this bad. It is not uncom-
mon for people to think about sui-
cide during a particularly bad pe-
riod. It is important to note that 
people usually feel less depressed 
as their symptoms fluctuate if they 
can just ride it out. 
Unfortunately it appears that this . 
is not a rare illness and the actual 
number of people with this illness 
has not yet been determined. More 
women than men have "been identi-
fied to date, however, it is unclear 
whether women are more vulner-
able. Women have reported fluc-
tuations of their symptoms directly 
related to the menstrual cycle (usu-
ally a worsening of symptoms in the 
week or so before the start of men-
struation). 
Anyone who is concerned about 
the possibility that they may have 
chronic fatigue syndrome should 
'· 
calling one of the numbers above. 
Background information: Dr. 
Molvig is a licensed psychologist 
with a private private practice in 
Gardiner, Maine . She conducted 
her doctoral research on this ill-
ness in collaboration with a medi-
cal study at a national res~arch 
center in 1985. · 
consult their physician and ask fiR _ . . . . .m;; ·lnfil 
questions. There are many health ·!'"~ -~-
f:~;~e::?s;~~t~~s c:~~~t t~ei~~0;r~ :~;;~;~~1f~~~~_:~-=Ji~~:~ ~~-~~~< 
tant to eliminate other possibilities ~-- =- . -~= · ·----.,, , 
which could be treatable and/or more • 
serious. Most physicians should ... 
now have an awareness o this health ~-...,.- Plan to adend the 
problem. If your physician is un- · 
willing to discuss your conce1:1s, ~ 
you could call your area hospital -~ 
and ask for a referral to a doctor who~ 
is familiar with this problem. 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
WOMEN AND HIV INFECTION 
A lwrHiay oonference focusing on research 
priorities and related soda/, economic, ethical 
and legal issues conceming women and HIV 
infecbon. There is national network of ~ 
people with this health problem and ~ (l THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1990 
the National Chronic Fatigue Syn- = and 
drome Association can be reached ii; (l FRIDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1990 
in Portland, Oregon at (503) 684- es: atthe 
5261. Local support groups have (l SHERATON-WASHINGTON HoTEL 
been formed around the country 2660 Woodley Road, NW. 
and many people have found these Washington, o.c. 2oooa 
groups to be an important source of 
information and support. It is ex-
tremely important to know that you 
are not alone and help is available. 
A support group meets on the 
second Saturday of each month at 
the Winthrop United Methodist 
Church in Winthrop from 10 a.m. to 
noon. Their contact number is 395-
4464. The Portland support group 
meets on the third Sunday of the 
month at Mercy Hospital in Port-
land at 4 p.m. and their contact 
number is 625-8412. Other groups ....... 
are forming throughout the state ?'' 
and information can be obtained by 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Please contact.: 
Carol Gordon or Debra Steward 
(301) 770-0610 
Between the hours of 9:00 a.rn. to 4:00 p.rn., EST 
COORDINATED av: 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases 
National Institutes of Health 
Public Health Service 
Department of Health and Human Services 
LINE ... 
144 HIGH ST., PORTLAND 773-5547 · 
.OPEN EVERY DAY 
" , .>-:-c: "',! ·___;_;_____._:.__,.- . -'--....:.._ __ ..,..,--...,..:--,.:'---:--....:....__--------'-----------.,J'---~-,::-.;>- -···-::-:..:.-_·· .____;._--~~_,,'7::., · _. 
- .. ,. •. - -i,,'\.,.. ---;-- -· ·""\... • - ...... ~ - ' • 
York County Notebook 
by Pat 
Nov. 6. Went to the 
0
beach tdday. 
. The ~torm this morning has washed 
up all kinds of driftwood arid thrown 
rocks and gravel clear across the 
road. In front of one house a man, .·,, 
was shoveJi,I}g th~W qutof the drive_- . 
way with a snow· shovel! I can 
remember years ago when hurri-
canes would tear up chunks .of the 
sea wall and toss them onto people's 
front lawns. But that was· b~ck in 
the seventies; things are calmer now. 
Still, the water was wild and I parked 
the car and watched the surf for a 
long time. Waves were rolling in, 
Coke-bottle (OK, so I'm dating 
myself!) green, and as they crested, 
the wind ripped the tops off of them 
and blew the spray back until it 
looked like steam. 
There were surfers, too, about 
half a dozen of them, in wet suits, 
looking more like seals than people. 
Anybody remember the old folk-
song about the Great Silkie, the seal-
folk who transformed into humans 
at certain times and sometimes 
married mortals? Great song but a 
little on the depressing side because 
at the end the Silkie and his half-
human son are killed by a 
harpooner. .. Nothing depressing 
about these human/seal/ surfers 
though. They looked like they were 
having a great time! 
Word gets around down here 
when the sea is wild. The beach was 
lined with cars ... people eating lunch 
or just enjoying the show. I must 
have seen a dozen people I know. 
It's nice, reclaiming the beaches 
from the Summer People. Too bad 
for them, they leave just when things 
are getting good. 
Thank~givin~ ' s coming up and P 
andJ aremovedawayNorthsotheir · 
traditronal Thanksgiving dinner for 
everybody won't be•going on. One 
friend w_ho used to go .'Yas lament-
ing the loss to me atcJ1'1rch the. other 
day. But we ' re going 'to go to the 
church's dinner. Go with the flow; 
we '11 be the best fed 10% in town. 
But if you're reading this P & J,just 
know that we still think your spread 
was the best around and we' re gonna 
miss all those good times at the 
Cape. 
Speaking o_f church, I had lunch 
with some ·of the (with great affec-
tion intended) church ladies the other 
day. Their women's group has 
begun a project to sew little quilts 
for babies with AIDS. Having been 
to see the sections of The Quilt 
when it was in Portland, I told them 
to count me in whenever they got 
started. And, sure enough, I got a 
call about the lunch and quilting 
bee. A friend gave me a bunch of 
material and I put together some of 
the pieces that matched, got out the 
pin cushion, a needle and thread and 
headed out. And you know, I had a 
really good time sewing away for 
about three hours with the ladies. I 
don't think any of them know I'm 
gay. Sometimes I wonder how much 
of a difference, if any, that would 
make. But I have this theory about 
the coming out process, and it's that 
the better people know you, the 
easier it will be when they do find 
out. At least it's worked that way 
for me so far and I have no reason to 
doubt that it will continue to hold 
true. 
Heard the first Christmas carol 
HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING AND TESTING 
Voluntary -- Anonymous -- Low Cost 
The AIDS Project offers trained counselors to answer your questions 
and address your concerns about possible infection with the Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). To schedule a counseling session call: 
775-1267 (Portland) or 1-800-851-AIDS (2437) daily between 9-12; 1-5, 
Monday & Wednesday 6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1. Note: Counseling 
and testing is by appointment only. 
. . 
·--· - · P.O.; Box 8113, Portland, Maine 04401 
•, and 
'Dignity/Bangor, P.O. Box 2157, Bangor, Maine 04401 
An organization of Gay and Lesbian Catholic~ 
in Portland 
Every Sunday, 5:30 p.m. 
In Bangor 
2nd and 4th Sunday, 6:00 p.m. 
Chapel , Ruth Hutchins Center 
Bangor Theological Seminary 
First Parish Church 
425 Congress Street 
Portland, Me 
Entrance in Rear 
300 Union Street 
Bango r, ME 
To reinforce our se/f-accepta11ce and sense of Dig11ity as People of God. 
; . .. ...... . ... , _ 
·.:12 -· j 
\ 
record commercial a couple of days 
before Halloween. As usual , it put 
me into a rage at the commercialism 
that afflicts so much of the holiday 
season. I hate going into stores and . 
seeing tree trimming stuff fight next 
to Casper the Friendly Ghost and 
the Ninja Turtles! Can ' t they at 
least wait until after trick-or-treat? 
In spite of it all though, I still get 
excited about the smell of pine trees 
a!ld hoping for a white Cqristmas 
and, yes really, Chtistma'sll'Carol 
records, I bu)'. mine at yard ~ales in 
the summer though . .,.. I'v,e' :even 
bought two·presents already, which · 
puts me way ahea:d of where'Lus·u-
ally am by now. . ' 
This year I'.ve made a resolution 
to only do what seems most impor-
tant and not let myself get caught up 
in all the extras that would be nice if 
there were four or five of me •to do 
Continued-on Page 17 
EXCERPT FROM MY JOURNAL 
(December 13, 1984) 
by Peter L. Burgess 
A record-breaking temperature set today in Portland-60 degrees. 
It was glorious and some sun also; all too much · at once, as the . 
week's weather has been so grey, dismal, and dank. Throws me into 
a low mood. I have felt low in mind most of the week. Maybe a 
slight pre-holiday depression; who knows; I shall not analyze it. 
David and I talked Tuesday. I think we .are going to keep a 
"friendship" relationship. It means still being 'alone' but why push 
things if it isn't right. 
My Christmas shopping is done and packages wrapped. I may put 
I together a few food goodies in tins and make a Santa expedition to 
Auburn to deliver to dear Ada and Margery. 
· Christmas can be so overwhelming sometimes. So much to do to 
prepar~ and such little time to do it in. And I feel the real meaning 
of Chnstmas gets lost more and more each year. My focus this year 
seems to be on the music of the season. George Winston's 
"December" is marvelous; Boston Car:1.erata's "A Renaissance 
Christmas," and of course the great Handel's "Messiah" is superb. Of 
course, I keep a focus on the spiritual meaning of the season-the 
birth of Christ. This is such a wonderful and big part of the season. 
The Christmas tree is decorate.,d and lit as I sit here and write. Tis 
a grand sight! 
FAMILY PRACTICE 
GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O. 
Adult/Pediatric Medicine • Office Gynecology \ 
Manipulation • Prer,entative Medicine . 
Walk-In and by Appointment 
222 St. John St., Suite #322 
Portland, Maine • 871-1300 
Hours: Monday-Saturday 
10 a.m. til 5 p.m. 
438 Main Street, Rockland, ME 04841 "11J7/596-fYJ40 
Specializing in books by and about women, alternative health care and spirituality. 
See our selection of gay and lesbian fiction and non-fiction. 
.l . 
Ongoing through December 15 
Beginning and lntennedilte 811111 Cima for Adults 
at Ram Island Dance. The Tuesday and Thursday 5:30 
pm classes will be taught by Ram Island Dance artistic 
director Daniel Mccusker. Classes are offered in Ram 
Island's studios in the Portland Performing Arts Cen-
ter, 25AForestAve. Call Ram Island Danceforfurlher 
info, n3-2562. 
December 
"CHRISTMAS TREE ENDOWMENTS" - Look 
for these anatomically correct gingerbread 
ornaments all over town. Part of the proceeds 
go directly to the Maine Health Foundation. 
December2 
OUR PAPER monthly organizational meeting (first 
Sunday of every month) 6:30 PM at 9 Deering St., 
Portland, ME (enter rear door). New volunteers wel-
come!! 
December 7 
Informal Coffee House with a talent 
show. All womyn welcome. 7-1 Opm at 
Her Minds I, 79 Oak St. , Portland. For 
more information call Mary at 772 3267 
or Camelia at 828-0619. · 
continued from page 7 
a11dfor 11s during the last month . As 
we came together, our collective 
breathing created a wind that mm·ed 
us. This wind sparked a j,re which 
ignited us, mm·ed us to action, and 
transformed the risions we brought 
with us. 
We ha,·e come through a decade 
in which a crisis within ourfami!y 
has ('hal/enged us to e.\plore our 
pain, our suffering, and to seek ways 
ofcelebrati ng and remembering our 
heritage. ppon coming to San 
Francisco, we learned from each 
Deca11ba 9 
"DO SOMETHING WITH 11-IAT HAIR CUT-A-
lHON" at Deja-Vu,620 Congress Street, from 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. $20.00 will buy you a new 
look for the holidays and all proceeds will go 
to the Maine Health Foundation. Guest cutters 
include: David Harvey, Paul Rodrigue, Lisa 
Lannen, Brenda Broder, Abby Black, and 
Christian Frahm. For further information and 
appointments, call David Harvey at Deja-Vu, 
n2-4552. Walk-ins welcome throughout the 
day. 
December 10 
Railroad Square Cinema and the 
Square Cate's International Food and 
Film Festival continues with a Polish 
Christmas Eve Dinner and the film "No 
End". Admission is through subscrip-
tion only!! Please call 873-6526 for 
more information. Upcoming dinners 
include African and Chinese - seats 
are very limited - call now!!! 
December 12 
"A World Apart" at Her Minds I. All 
womyn are welcome to watch this movie 
about a womyn resisting apartheid in 
South Africa. Come to Her Minds I at 
?pm ., 79 Oak St. , Portland. For more 
information call Mary at 772-3267 or 
Camelia at 828-0619. 
other direrse ways of responding to 
the AIDS crisis. We recognized the 
importance of probing issues of 
racism, classism, and sexism as they -
relate to this crisis. As the program 
continued, we realized the absolute 
essential need to address these is-
sues not only in this crisis, but in 
every aspect of our lives. 
Weare changing, ourselves, each 
other . .. . This we call EXCHANGE, 
and without it there can be no 
change. 
We are a global movement.full 
EMERGENCE INTERNATIONAL 
CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS SUPPORTING 
LESBIAN AND GAY MEN 
Emerge!, a healing journal of EMERGENCE 
International, Christian Scientists supporting 
lesbians and gay men . For subscriptions and 
information wri te P.O. Box 581 , Kentfield, CA 
94914, or call (415) 485-1881. 
1 
~ I 
Legal Counse_I I 
P.O.B. 331 Mt. Ephraim Road 207 548-6689 I 
Searsport, Maine -04974 
December 16 
PRIME TIMERS, an organization for 
older gay men, will be hosting a Christ-
mas Party from 5 to 10 p.m. at The 
Claddagh Restaurant, 113 Dartmouth 
Street, Boston. Dinner, dancing. 
$12.50. Visitors welcome. For reser-
vations and further information, write 
D. Bourbeau, 604 Tremont Street, 
Boston, MA 02118-1605. 
December 18 
Grealer Portland N.O.W. will meet Tuesday, 
December 18, 7:30 p.m. at the Portland 
Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring Street, Portland. The role 
of women in the celebration of the holiday 
season will be examined. Come and share 
traditions about Christmas, Chanukah, and 
the Solstice. Happy Holidays! 
December 21 
Her Minds I Solstice Celebration. We 
will have food, make music, dance, and 
celebrate a witches ' night. Come to 79 . 
Oak St.. Portland at ?pm to have fun! 
For more information call Mary at 772-
3267 or Camelia at 828-0619. 
of diversity. As Audre Larde ob-
serves, and we have come to know 
intimately, "difference can befright-
ening." But we add that silence of 
difference can be even more fright-
ening, and can be destructive. We 
protest oppression in all its forms, 
we call each other on our bad atti-
tudes, own our personal baggage, 
and hopefully, can begin to rejoice 
in our diversity. . 
We have begun to find and listen 
to the many and diverse languages 
that our community speaks . .. we' If 
Decimbar22 
Northern Lambda Nard Chrlslm11 Party with a gift 
exchange.(207)498-2088. 
December31 
Northam Lambda Nord New Year's Eve Party. (207) 
498-2088. 
January 7 
Railroad Square Cinema and the Square Cafe 
continue their International Food and Film Festi-
val with an African dinner and the film "Yaaba". 
Admission is through subscription only!! Call 
873-6526 for more information. 
February 5 
Railroad Square Cinema and the Square Cafe 
conclude their International Food and F.ilm Fes-
tival with a dinner of regional Chinese food and 
the film "A Chinese Ghost Story". Admission is 
through subscription only!! Call 873-6526 for 
more information. 
May 1991 
Yes! It's true! The Maine Gay and Lebian Film 
Festival lives! We are beginning to organize for the 
May 199~ Festival and would love some help. 
Please brmg yourself and/or a friend to our next 
open meeting. For more information, call n4-3856. 
recall this time and space together. 
We will carry these memories, con-
tinue to weave new visions into our 
collective ·quilt. The learning proc-
ess does not stop here or now. And 
just as quickly as now becomes I 
yesterday, we must remain true to 
ourselves and live life as fantastic-
ally as possible . We must eat, 
breathe , sleep, organize , lobby, but 
we must not forget to dream, love, 
grow and continue to burn wildly ·-~ 
and passionately. The future is ours . . 
- The future is now! 
Ruth Ann Schrage 
773-8102 
Custom Designed Business Cards. Logos • Flyers 
Illustrations • Hand Lettered Poems 
* 
Medicine Shields 
Reasonable Rates - Bartering Coqsidered 
C:.wosiSl.50 
P.O. Boz·365, Wm-Rcickport.Malne 04865 
207-594-0694 . 
W,Udcrafted and organJc:ally grown herbal remedies. Herbwalka, 
slldeahows, workshops and Flower Essence Co~tlona. , 
· Dl!'b Soale, Haballn 
13 
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12 - MISCELLANEOUS 
Lesbian Survivor's Sh:1ring. A ten- _ 
week co-facilitated support and counsel 
group for Lesbian survivors of child-
hood sexual abuse/incest who are 
interested in learning, healing and 
growing in a safe, confidential, 
collective atmosphere. During group 
participation various exercises and 
activities will be used while exploring 
our experiences as survivors. Topics 
covered will . include: developing trust 
and support networks, confronting 
homophobic myths, identifying and 
improving our boundaries, dissolving 
secrecy "in" or "out", enriching intimacy 
and our personal relationships, and 
identifying our strengths as survivors, 
as lesbians, and as community. 
Suggested fee per session is $35, 
however a sliding scale fee is available 
upon request. Group meeting:; will be 
held ir. Portland during evening hours 
at Womenspace Counseling Center. 
For more information or registration 
call Vivian Wadas, MA, at 871-0377. 
Lesbian Codependency Group now 
accepting new members. Contact: Lucy C. 
Chudzik, LSAC, lntown Counseling Center, 
477 Congress Street, Suite 410, Portland, 
ME 04101 . (207) 761-9096. (FCPX) 
Responsible cat-lover in Gardiner area to feed kitten 
while his mother is away. Pay negotiable. Call 582· 
7077 evenings. (P12) 
ORAL HISTORY! Anti-gay violence report documents 
~ow homophobia hurts. George Bush signs the Hate 
Crimes Stats Act protecting gays and lesbians. Audio 
cassettes, pix available. Send $2.00 for catalog (ap- , 
plied to order) to John Zeh, 1455 Chapin St. NW, 
Washington, DC 20009-4510. (C14PXX). 
-- -----------Gay/Lesbian Radio. Send $1 .00 & SASE for updated 
list of programs for and about us to John Zeh, 1455 
Chapin St. NW, Washington DC 20009-4510. (C14PXX) . 
HELP ADOLESCENTS achieve responsive, fair school-
ing. New reports reveal ways gay and lesbian teens can 
be treated better by peers and adults at school. Send 
$5.00 to John Zeh, 1455 Chapin St. NW, Washington, 
DC 20009-4510. (C14PXX). 
Women's Creative Writing Workshop. Begins Sept. 
17, 7-8:30 PM. Her Minds I, 79 Oak Street, Portland. 
Weekly group for women who have survived emotional · 
and or physical abuse. Writing is an accessible way to 
process issues in our lives. $5 donation to Her Minds 
I per session. Call (207) 563-8410 for more informa-
. tion. (C14P01 ). 
Tarot Card Reading by Elaine. Bring in this ad and 
receive $5.00 off any reading . Bring five friends and 
receive an additional $5.00 off. Advises wisely on all 
problems of life. Group discounts. Let the STARS·· 
guide you through. 34 Center Street, Auburn, Maine · 
(207) 783-2723. 
DROP ME A LINE ••. 144 High St., Portland, 
n3-5547. Official outlet for National Coming 
. Out Day T-Shirts. Sizes M, L, X-L. $16.00 
O U 
16 -APARTMENT TO SHARE 
'OR RENT 
GWM LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLE M OR F 
to share lovely, large country home. Newly 
painted, hardwood floors, lots of space. 18 
miles north of Lewiston/Augusta, 30 minutes 
to Augusta. $300./month plus 1/2 utilities. I 
am a liberal, independent non-smoker with 
demanding job to keep me busy. Call 207-
897-6842evenings. 
EASY COMMUTE TO AUGUSTA OR 
WATERVILLE.Quiet country setting. First floor, 
2 bedroom apartment. $350./mo. plus utilities. 
Security deposit. Pets negotiable. Call 923-
3829 after 5:00 p.m. 
6 sunny rooms in gay-owned and occupied 
house, right in town. walk to every1hing. 4 rms 
carpeted, heat provided, 600/mo, manager on 
premises. P.O. Box 3365 Portland 04104. Come 
play in our yard . available now. (P1 ). 
Looking for woman to share my apartment, 
must like cats ; quiet person, no wild parties, age 
30·40 preferred, 162/mo. & 1 month's security, 
1/2 electric, washer/dryer in basement (co-oper-
ated) INTERESTED? Call Beth in Bangor 947-
2535, No Alcohol! No Drugs! (P1). 
Wanted: professional male to share new mobile 
home. financially responsible, non-smoker, neat. .·., 
60/wk includes room/private bath, kitchen prvlgs, 
utilities except phone. 345-381 O after 5pm. 
Lesbian seeks housemate to share country 
home 1/2 hour to both Portland and Lew-Aub. , 
garage. Must like animals. No chemicals.$350 
includes utilities. 998-2929 
GF, non-smoking only, needed to share 3 
bdrm apt; spacious, newly renovated, washer/ 
dryer facilities, fin ished basement, porch, ample 
storage, parking, private beach access, near Ft. 
Williams Park, Cape Elizabeth, 1-0 minutes to 
downtown Portland, public transportation avail~ 
able. 250/mo, includes utilities. Call 799-4734. 
Professional individuals sought to share large 
. 4 bdrm house in 
' Auburn (near exit 12-20 minutes to Portland) ; 
non-smokers; no 
pets ; $200 + 1/3 utilities; please call 783-0099, 8· 
11 pm. 
Lesbian looking for same to share furn 2 bdrm apt. _ 
Ocean-deck-large yard W/0. Must love dogs -sorry no 
more pets. N/S please. $275/month includes all. 725-
1410. Laura. (P12). 
Influence your environment; be the first at 106 
Pine Street. Spacious sunny rooms available in a 
newly renovated Victorian house on Portland's West 
End. $275-325/mo. Includes utilities, 775-1692. 
Also seeking Resident Manager. (FBCD) 
Female ,Professional looking for fe~e room-
mate, 3o+, lo share charming three bedroom 
house on Portland's West End. Must be neat 
and responsible. Non-smoker. Cat or dog 
okay. W/D hookup. $375/mo. plus utilities. 
Call n4-7224. 
20 - FEMALE PERSONALS 
30's GWF NON-SMOKER, LOOKING FOR 
FEM. LADY over 30 to become friends and 
possibly date and do things together. I'm 
educated, attractive, and caring. Not into head 
games. Please give phone and address. Write 
to Advertiser #n9, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 
10744, Portland, Maine 14104. (C20PO'I) 
,_ (207) 442-7061 ·. . . ~ ~' 
··1"''0 !\ 
\ MHS , 
!.!:========== GLORIA S. KRELLMAN 
•MAINE HOME SEARCH, INC. 
BUYING? SELLING? DREAMING? 
Person to Person Real Estate Visits to Your 
Home Anywhere in Maine to Discuss · 
Your Real Estate Needs. 
~; ,• . 
14·· .. ,~, ··,~-.a. 
Man and wife seek GF to rent room November 
to May. Friendship for wife ; neat, slim GF who 
can and would relate their interests. Augusta 
area, $55 per wk-can be arranged. Write to 
Advertiser #701 
clo Our Paper, PO Box 10744, Portland, ME 
04104. 
22 - MAsl-E PERSONALS 
XC, DOWNHILL SKI PARTNER SOUGHT by 
handsome, masculine country man. I'm 33, 
6'4", 200 lbs. Other interests include hiking, 
camping, canoeing, bicycling, gardening, 
vegetarian cook, pets. You be 30-50, 
masculine, sincere, honest. Romance a 
possibility but not required. Reply to Andy S., 
P.O. Box 1082, 'Farmington, ME 04938. 
{C21P012) 
Free REMDATE Listing. Hot steamy love now and 
forever. Call Ron (207) 439-4680. (P12). 
Bangor GWM, 36, 5'111", 140,clean, sincere, healthy, 
handsome, easy-going, HIV negative; relationship 
oriented. Seeks GWM 25-39, non-smoker to share 
quiet life and some good loving and no games. Likes: 
hiking, outdoors, commitment, quiet evenings cud-
dling. Write PO Box 2004, Bangor, ME 04401 . (P12)1• 
GWM, 33 .Sensitive, sincere and honest with sense of 
humor looking to meet others to socialize and develop 
long term friendships; maybe even romance! My inter- . 
ests include travel, hiking, photography, the arts and 
finding new experiences in life. Looking for others to 
share the adventures. Don't smoke or drink. S. ME 
area. Write to Advertiser #601 c/o Our Paper, PO Box 
10744, Portland, ME 04104. (P12). 
Raquetball Anyone?? GWM, 35 intermediate skills, 
sidelined by auto accident seeking partner to get back 
into game. Call 871-0569 ask for Joe. (P12). 
GWM-BWM Stiff neck? Tired Muscles? Need 
to relax? Try a full or partial body massage. If 
interested please call 375-4622. 
GWM Dungeonmaster Late 40's sane, serious, 
experienced, into medium to heavy SM/BD train· 
ing sessions-seeks younger trim masculine GM 
for hot times. Roger P.O. Box 169 Sanford, ME 
04073 (Serious only) (P2). 
LEWISTON, GWM, 22, 6'0", 165, smart, 
handsome, straight-looking, in the closet, non-
smoker-drinker. Loves music, art, outdoors, 
sports. Where are all the young "real" men? 
Yes, we may be gay-but we are still men -so 
act like one. Handsome, in the closet, real 
men ages 18-251ooking for friendship, more 
send letter and photo to Advertiser #801A, c/o 
OUR PAPER, PO Box 10744, Portland, ME 
14104. 
YOUNG PROFESSIONALGWM FROM AWAY 
seeks humorous, discreet, sincere, educated 
and down-to-earthlkiing partners in their 20's. 
Not promiscuous; friends first! Write ·to 
Advertiser #802A, c/o OUR PAPER, PO Box 
10744, Portland, ME 14104 . 
Bi male seeks TVs & crossdresser~. Can be 
dominant or submissive. Travel most of state. 
PO Box 8271, Bangor 04401 . 
40+ year old GWM with family looking for younger 
companion (18-28 GWM) to share some time and 
ex~riences .. 1 enjoy hiking, camping, canoeing, and 
skating. Also into rock music, computers and 
electronics. To reply, send letter and piciu re to 
Advertiser #602 c/o Our Paper, PO Box 10744, 
Portland, ME 04104 (P1) 
37 Zions Hill 
xter, ME 04930 
207-924-3130 
24-WANTED 
WANTED: Used cassettes, 45 's and CD's-Any type 
of rock music Cash paid for good quality music. Call 
John or Fay at (207) 772-1442. (C14P). 
25 - VIDEOS/FILMS 
Videoport Portland's Largest Selection of Videos. 
151 middle Street, Lower Lobby, Portland, Maine 
04101 . open 7 days a week. (207) 773-1999. 
26- FLORISTS 
D.S. LilletFancy Flowers, 468 Fore Street, Portland, 
Maine (207) 772-3881 . (C19PXX). 
Avena Botanicals, P.O. Box 365, West Rockport, 
Maine 04864. (207) 594-0694 Send $1 .50 for 
catalog , Wildcrafted and organically grown herbal 
remedies Herbwalks, slide snows, workshops and 
Flower Essence Consultations. Deb Soule, Herbal· 
ist. (C19PXX) . 
28 • RESTAURANTS/FOOD 
Bread & Roses Bakery Inc. 28A Main Street, Ogun-
quit (down the driveway behind the candy shop) 
(207) 646·4227. Specializing in quality baked goods, 
birthday cakes, fine pastries, European tortes. and 
fresh brewed'coffee. Special ty breads baked dai ly. 
Open 7 AM in the summer daily, closed January & 
February. 
Cafe Always Open 6 nights a week. Hours: 5-
Closing. Reservations Accepted. 47 Middle Street, 
Portland, Maine(207) 774·9399. 
Woodfords Cafe 129 Spring Street, Portland, Maine 
04101. (207) 772·1374. 
The Square Cafe in the lobby ·of Railroad Square 
Cinema. Next to Burger King, 13 Railroad Square, 
Waterville. 873-5900. Tues - Sun 11 am - 10 pm. 
30 • HOTELS/INNSNACATION RENTALS 
Brewster inn of Dexter Maine 37 Zions Hill , Dexter 
Maine 04930. (207) 924-~130. Bed and Breakfast. 
Gay Country Inn Charming 19 room Inn on 100 
scenic mountain acres. Heated pool, hot tub , hiking/ 
skiing trails, yummy breakfasts, peace and privacy. 
Highland Inn Box 118 OP, Bethlehem NH, 03574 
(603) 869-3978. Grace and Judi , Innkeepers. 
Rose Acre P.O. Box 1437, 5 Center Street, Provin· 
cetown, MA 02657. (508) 487·2347. Rentals of 
Cottages, Apartments and Guest Rooms. 
* 'We at 'Briarwyrufe * 
would{~ to tlianR, 
a{[ of you -our community-
wfto came in to 
see us tfzis year. 
'We wisli you a 
Safe and Jfappy Jlo{ufay 
xoxoxo 
Maureen and rJeny 
Briarwynde 
Your Environmental Partner 
Specializing in Typesetting 
and Printing on 
Recycled Paper and 
Soy Based Ink 
101 Congress St., Portland 
(207) 773-8251 * FAx:(207)774..0775 * 
32 - BOOKSTORES 
Glad Day Bookshop Lesbian and Gay Literature, 673 
Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116. (617) 267-
3010. Across from the Boston Public Library, 2nd 
Floor. Hours: Mon .-Sat. 9:30 AM -11 :00 PM. Sun-
days: Noon-9 PM. 
New Words a woman's bookstore, 186 Hampshire 
St. , Cambridge MA 02139. (617) 876-5310. Open 
10-6 Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday. 
10-9 Thursday, and 12-6 on Sunday. Large selec-
tion of books, journals, cards, CD's. Community 
bulletin boards newsletter avai lable on request. Mail 
order services. All welcome to browse. 
Beginnings Etc. - A Specialty Bookstore.Self-Help, 
Recovery, Health , books, cards, tapes, gifts for & 
about you . Program literature on all issues by order. 
Special orders prepaid . Open Monday thru-Friday 
10 AM-6 PM. Saturday, 10 AM-5 PM. Safe Atmos-
phere. Stop by the kettle is on . 47 Maine Street, 
Brunswick, Maine 040 11 . (C95PXX) . 
34 • NEWS AND INFORMATION 
Bone UP on news stories covered by veteran re-
porter John Zeh . Audio cassettes of important news/ 
cultu ral events raise consciousness while commut-
ing, doing chores, or relaxing. Hear Barney Frank, 
Simon Nkoli, Lou is Sheldon William Dannemeyer et 
al. For catalog , send $2.00 (applied to fist order) to 
John Zeh , 1455 Chapin St. NW, Washington, DC 
20009-4510. 
36 - HAIR STYLISTS 
Carl's Place Hair Styles for Women and Men. 69 
Arsenel Street, Augusta, Maine 04330-0000. (207) 
623-5131. Monday thru Friday 9-5. Evenings by 
appointment. 
38 - REAt ESTATE 
Maine Home Search Inc., Gloria S. Krellman . Buy-
ing? Sell ing? Dreaming? Person to Person Real 
Estate Visits to Your ·Home Anywhere in Maine to 
Discuss your Real Estate Needs. (207) 442-7061 . 
SUBSCRIBE! 
Twelve issues for twelve dollars. 
You can receive OUR PAPER every month by mail. 
Our d istribution elves will whisk your copy off to you 
in a plain envelope. 
Subscribe . and help keep OUR PAPER strong. 




Send $12 tor 12 issues 
$20 tor 24 issues 
$25 tor 36 issues 
To OUR PAPER 
P.O. Box 10744 
Ponland. Maine 041 04 
insen logo here 
0 U . R 
40- MASSAGE 
Massage Therapist. En rich your life through the 
benefits of,qiassage. Nourish yourself by improving 
circulation, detoxii ication and relaxing your body/ 
mind. Sliding scale. Call Pam Richards, C. M.T. , 
(207) 883-0315. Portland area. 
Therapeutic Massage by Cheryl. American Mas-
sage Therapy Association certified. Increase re laxa-
tion and reduce stress. For appointment call (207) 
782-8539. 
Charlene Telenar, certified Massage Therapist. By 
Appointment. (207) 775-1160 or (207) 854-3943. 
(C23PXX) . 
Therapeutic Massage. Ease tension and re-
lieve stress through the benefits of massage. 
Nourish your health and well being. Gift certifi-
cates available. Pam Richards C.M.T. (207) 
775-6636. 
Dr. Karen Danko Holistic Chiropractor & Naturopath. 
Acute, Chronic and wellness care. Adult and Chil -
dren. 475 Stephens Street, Portland , Maine 04103. 
(207) 775-6598. 
Po larity Therapy, Wil low Femmechild, R.N. 
Bodywork to balance life energ ies for healing and 
well-being. Portland, Maine (207) 874-2932 
42 - SUPPORT GROUPS 
"A Common Bond" (Gay and Lesb.ian (ex-) Jehovas' 
Witnesses) , P.O. Box 405, Ellwood City, PA 16117-
0405. (412) 758-0704. Mutual supportgroupformed 
for gay and lesbian Jehova's Witnesses who have 
been excommunicated because of thei r sexuality. 
Lesbian Counseling Group - A weekly counseling 
group for women who wish to explore themselves 
more fully. Group will begin Tuesday, Sept. 11 at 
5:30 pm, at 232 St. John St. Portland. Cost is $70/ 
month. The group will be co-led by Lisa •Bussey, 
M.A. CEDT and Rachel Sager, M.A. RSAC. For more 
information , please call 775-7927 and leave mes-
sage . Confidentially respected . (FBCPX) 
Bellville Counseling Associates of Maine announc-
ing groups with openings for Gay men dealing with 
co-dependency, ACOA, sexual abuse and addiction 
issues; Men and women dealing with sex and love 
add iction issues. 8 Stanwood Street, P.O. Box 186, 
· Brunswick, Maine· 04011-0186. (207) 729-8727. 
Building a More Positive Gay Identity a support 
group for gay men, dealing with issues of coming 
out as an ongoing process, self-esteem, social 
pressures, relationships, and personal growth. 
Monday mornings 10:30 to noon , Tuesday evenings 
at 5:30-7:00 To apply, cal l (207) 772-1307. 
44 - CLUBS/BARS 
Chip & Dales Pine Tree Square Mall, Maine Street, 
Waterville, Maine (207) 873-5610. Open Weds, 
Thurs, and Sun. form 8-12. Fri and Sat 8-1 (Formally 
the Uptown Lounge) . 
Papa Joe 's 80 Water Street, Augusta, Maine. Tues-
day-Satu rday 7-1 (207) 623-4041. 
THE RIVERFRONT, 193 Broad Street, Bangor, ME 
04401 . (207) 947-1213. Wednesday-Sunday 7:00 
p.m. - 1 :00 a.m. 
Sportsman's Athletic Club , 2 Bates Street, Lewis-
ton, Maine 04240. 2nd Floor Ba lcony Bar and Dance 
Floor. (207) 2251 . 
p A p 
48- CPA 
Robert Lightfoot, CPA. (207) 797-0466. 
66 - COUNSELING 
Paulette Massari , MSW ACSW Specializing in 
Adult Children of Alcoholics Issues. Training , Con-
sultation, Employee Assistance. Office hours by 
Appointment. Alcohol and Drug Prevention Serv-
ices. 7 Red Coat Lane , Sanford Maine. (207) 490-
1295, and the Kittery Business Center, Route 236, 
Kittery, Maine (207) 439-5540. 
Karen J. Ludwig, M.DIVFeminist Pastoral Counsel-
ing and Therapy. 39 Baribeau Drive, Brunswick, 
Maine (207) 725-5399. 
Lisa S. Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.1Professional Cou n-
seling Individual and Group Therapy, 232 St. John 
Street, Suite 220, Portland, Maine 04102. (207) 
775-7927. 
Miles D. freiden Legal Counsel , P.O. Box 331 , Mt. 
Ephraim Road , Searsport. Maine 04974. (207) 548-
6689. 
Victoria Zavasnik, Ph .n Licensed Substance Abuse 
Counselor. Back Cove Counseling Center, 527 Ocean 
Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103. (207) 775-6598. 
(C23PXX) . 
The Feminist Health Care of Portsmouth provided 
counsel ing and information for individual interested 
in HIV antibody testing. Services are provided on a 
walk-in basis Monday nights 5-6:30, or by appoint-
ment on Tuesday afternoons. Peer counselors are 
available. Counseling and testing services are client-
sensiti ve and ANONYMOUS . $15 FEE. 559 
Portsmouth Ave. Greenland, New Hampshire (603) 
436-7588. ' 
HIV Antibody Counseling and Testing. Voluntary-
Anonymous-Low Cost. The Al OS Project offers 
trained counselors to answer your questions and 
address concerns about possi ble infection with 
Human lmmunnodeficiency Virus (HIV). To sched-
ule a cou nseling session call (207) 774-6877 daily 
from 9:00 to Noon , and 1 :00 to 5:00 PM. Monday 
and Wednesday Evenings between 6:00-9:00 PM. 
Saturday 10:00-1 :00 PM. NOTE: Counsel ing & 
Testing is done by appointment only. 
Doug Kimmel, Ph.D., licensed psychologist. 
Lesbian and gay male 
affirmative therapy. Hours by appointment, (207) 
422-3686. 
Offices in Hancock and Ellsworth. Telephone 
counseling possible. 
Medicaid and most insurance accepted. (P2). 
Frederick B. Wolf, M.DIV. , S.T.DPastoral Coun-
selor, 477 Congress Street, Suite 1003, Portland, 
Maine 04101. (207) 772-1307. 
Judith Lippa MSW Licensed Clinical Social worker, 
for Counseling and Psychotherapy. Individuals, 
Couples. Families Groups. 142 High Street -Suite 








Receive a FREE year's subscription by providing us 
with any of the items below: 
a potential distribution site that OUR PAPER can 
be distributed to each month; 
a potential Gay / Lesbian friendly advertiser; 
a contact and telephone number to our new 
Readers Response Line. With this Reader 
Response Line we may contact you to respond 
to such topics as safer sex, politics, gender 
issues, discrimination, gay bashing, outing, or 
what you did for youi summer vacation. This will 
be kept strictly confidential; or 
a contact of a potential 3ay or Lesbian writer. 
Remember, all we need are contact names and 
addresses. Fill out the Subscription Form in this issue 
and provide us with your telephone number. Contact 
will not be valid unless we speak to you in person. 
Help us help you. 
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We are a group of therapists who specialize in individual therapy, 
couples counseling, addictions, co-dependency, ACOA and 
alcohol-related issues. 
You are a lesbian or a gay man who wants to work on emotional, 
·sexual or relationship issues in a safe environment. 
C~II us. We are here to help. Insurance 
reimbursable by most companies. 
For further information: (207) 729-8727 
8 Stanwood Street, P.O . Box 186, Brunswick. ME 04011-0186 (207) 729-8727 
H p A p ·l ·_Hu --- -----· 
Ir ~- I t 
FREDERICK B. WoLF, M. Div .. S.T.D. 
PASTORAL COUNSELLOR . 
4 77 CONGRESS STREET 
SUITE 1003 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04401 (Z07) 772-1307 
Vivian Wadas, M.A 871-0377 
· 757 Congress Street Portland, Maine 04102 
Peter Welch, M.A. 
775-6598" 
Who[istic Psychotherapist Families 
roOd 
436-5115 
Sliding Fee Scale 
alCohol 
ab Use 
VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D. 
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor 
100 Islington Street. Suite 2. Portsmouth. NH 03801 Sexuality 
Back Cove Counseling Center 
527 Ocean Avenue 
Portland. Maine 04103 
Po{arity 'Therapy 
•jf J{ofistic jlpproacn. to Jle(!iing 
'l(f,n (joulet 
Certifiea Polarity 'Tfierapist 
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•:.,\~· ... ANONYMOUS ! '- u' 
The Feminist Health Care of Port~mouth . \ . 
; provides counseling and information for indi-
viduals interested in HIV antibody testing. 
! Services are provided: 
:• on.a walk-in basis Monday nights 5-6:30 
• by appointment Tuesday afternoons 
. • Peer counselors ava'ilable 
Lisa S. Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T. 
Couple Counseling 
Individual and Group Therapy . 
., 1 . . ' 
(207) 775-7917 
232 St. John Street, Suite 220, Portland, ME 04102 
• .. 
Our counseling and testing services are client-
sensitive and ANONYMOUS. $15 fee. 
~(please pay in cash to preserve your anonymity): 
~ 
559 Portsmouth Ave. 
Greenland, NH 
(603) 436-7588 
We also provide: 
• Well woman gynecological· care 
• abortion services 
• sexually transmitted disease clinics for 
women.& men. 
Bodywork to balance life energies 
for healing & well-being 









INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER. 
Treatment for: 
Addictions, ACOA Issues and Co-dependency 
Individuals, Groups and Couples 
Lucy C. Chud~ik 
207-761-9096 
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor 
477 Congress Street• Portland, ME 04101 
KAREN M0LVIG, Psy.D. 
Clinical Psychologist, Licensed 
CECILIA LELAND, L.C.S. W . 
Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
Individual, Couples, Groups 
582-1559 
103 Brunswick Avenue Gardiner, ME 04345 
WOMEN'S 
9CHOICE 
Speclallr.lng In Adult Chtldren 
Of Akoholiu Issues 
• Training 
• Consultation 
.• Employee I health & family plannin~ 
resources for women 
Quality, affordable and 
convenient woman-centered 
health care. 
• Open evenings 
• VISA and MasterCard 
(207) 874~1099 







OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT 
Alcohol a Drug 
Intervention ~lees 
7 Red Coot lone Sanford 
490-1295 
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continued from page 10 :: PFLAG TO BENEFIT FROM CFC CAMPAIGN · 
These programs specialize in services 
for gay men and lesbians in New 
England: 
Fenway Community Health Center 
16 Haviland Street 
Boston, MA 02115 
267-7573 
Hartford Gay and Lesbian Health 
Collective 
P.O. Box 2094 
Hartford, CT 06145-2094 
(203) 236-1959 
Lesbian health resources: 
Alive and Well, A Lesbian Health 
Guide by G. Hepburn and B. 
Gutierrez. Crossing Press, Fremont, 
CA. 
Dykes, Disability, and Stuff, a national 
quarterly newsletter. For subscription 
information: Catherine Lohr, P.O. 
Box 6194: Boston, MA 02114. 
Lambda Resource Center for the 
Blind, recordings of books for 
lesbians . qnd gay men. 3225 N. 
Sheffield Avenue, Chicago, IL 60657 
(312) 274-0510. 
- I 
Lesbian Health Matters!, a basic 
O guide~to lesbian health issues. Santa 
· Cruz Women's Health Collective, 250 
r Locust S( Sarita Cruz, CA 95060:- . 
( . 1 
' ! Lesbians and ''AIDS: What_'f ; fhe ~r-
~ Connection?, a pamphlet. · San ' 
Francisco AIDS Foundation, 333 
Valencia Street, Fourth Floor, San 
Francisco, CA 94103. 
Making It: A Woman's Guide to Sex 
in the Age of AIDS by Cindy Patton 
and Janis Kelly, illustrated by Alison 
Bechdel. Firebrand Books, Ithaca, 
NY. 
National Lesbian Health Care Survey, 
1988, a report of the findings of a 
national study of lesbian health care 
needs and concerns. Ordering info 
from National Lesbian and Gay 
Health Foundation, P.O. Box 65472, 
Washington, DC 20035. 
For more information on ·health, call 
your local sexually transmitted 
disease (STD) clinic or family 
planning clinic, college-based gay/ 
lesbian and women's organization, 
community-based Al DS organizations 
or the toll-free (in Maine) AIDS-Line 
1-800-851-AI DS. 
The advertisements and announce-
ments in OUR PAPER, Maine Pro-
gressive, Gay Community News, and 
Bay Windows are good sources for 
information on lesbian/women's 
health care services and support . 
groups in-Maine and New England. 
The New Our Bodie_s, Ourselves, still · 
the best, and most expensive, guide 
to women's healt~ By the Boston 
Women's ~Health Book Collective. 
Simon and Schuster, New York, NY. 
' 
The Federation of Parents and 
Friends of Lesbians and Gays (P-
FLAG) is a certified participating· 
organization of the Combined Fed-
eral Campaign (CFC) for Fall, 1990, 
according to Paulette Goodman, 
Federation President. The campaign 
provides the opportunity for federal 
employees to support independent 
charitable organization with pay-
roll deduction gifts. The number to 
use to designate P-FLA G IS "0863 ". 
"CFC is an important source of 
funding for the Federation, and we 
Continued from Page 12 
them all or eight day weeks orthirty-
six hours to a day. This year since 
'there's even less money than usual, 
I'm going to give my family things 
that I've written especially forthem; 
I'm going to invite people over one 
or two evenings for popcorn and 
cider (to insure that the house gets 
cleaned) arid I 'm going to on! y spend 
time with the people I love the most, 
doing sappy thi11gs li;ke stringing 
popcorn and watching Christmas 
movies ti}}lt1JJ.~~,~ -~ _qy. So~ and 
.... ');--· ' . ~ 
3 • . ~ -=1 
Norma Krau·s Eure, MSW, LCSW 
Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
1 p-o R 1 l A,1N D 1 
• # .... ,_ ...... . "'"' ' • 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
Individual & Group 
10 Minot Avenue 
Auburn, Maine 04210 - 784-8747 
Doug Kimmel, Ph.D. 
LICENSED PSYCHOLOGIST 
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT + (207) 422-3686 
OFFICES 
I J' 1' ~ 
. \ ? . ~~ 
****~******~ * .LI',l.a.iQ i{ 
.: *YL ~~* ,t 
* h \ Ii( * ,..: ~JJ> .. ~ 
i( f' ~1£ t ~ ;• 
i( .... ~ lie 
. .,, .... · 
urge all our.friends who are federal 
employees to use this opportunity 
to support Parents FLAG," said 
Goodman. 
Parents FLAG is• a national net-
work of volunteer support groups 
for families. It provides informa-
tion, counseling, and telephone 
helpline services to promote under-
standing between lesbians and gay 
men and their families and friends 
and to educate the public about 
homosexuality. Gifts are tax de-
ductible. 
S and C, if you 're reading this, get 
out the popper and a box of Kleenex 
and warm up the VCR. Oh yeah, 
and pray for snow! 
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES 
AT NEW YEAR'S/POR!LAND . 
What are you doing New Year's 
Eve? . _ . . , 
A hundred"and fifty of-your 
friends and neighbors will be 
volunteering at "NewYear's~·ort.1aoa...,,...-'--......,."=.;,;i 
1990/91. Spend an evening with the 
Persuasions, Abram·s & Anderson, 
Forces of Nature, the Maine All-Star 
Fiddler's Jamboreei- and. dozens of 
other performers from around the 
world and around the comer by 
volunteering 'at New ·Year's/Portland. 
Site directors, stage managers, 
ushers, ticket checks, and parade 
marshals are needed to oversee twelve ~" 
.hours of e;;tertainment at seven·~·-~ 
performance sites in downtown Port-
land. Poster hangers, office helpers, 
and·carpehfers ate 'll]sone'eaea-: ·· ,• ·-. -~ 
Volunteers receive FREE admission to 
all New Year's/Portland activities in 
exchange for four hours of service 
performed on or before December 31. 
Call Maine Arts now at 772-9012 for 
more information . 
Therapeutic Massage 854-3943 
Body awareness leading to relaxation 
for women, children, and men 
Gift Certificates Available 
U.S. 1 at Hancock Comer 
Hancock, Maine 
306 Main Street 
Ellsworth, Maine 
CORRESPONDENCE 
P.O. Box 3 
Hancock, ME 04640 
FAX: (207) 422-9122 
! Psychic * Astrology ! 
i( Tarot Card Readin~s -tc 
i( • 
iC Do You Wish To Know?: iC 
1! · What the year will bring you?; i( 
1~ 1711 Congress Street 
Charlene Telenar mi 3rd floor, Sui.le 305 
Member AMTA ~ 0 Portland, Mame 04102 
•• MASSAGE THERAPY 
CHERYL ANN LACASSE 
Certified Massage Therapist 
(207) 782- 8539 by Appointment 
Member, American Massage Therapy Association 
i( Why your lover acts strange?; i( 
i( Why you are unlucky?; i( 
i( How soon will you make a change?; or ~ 
i( What you are best adapted for? ~ 
iC Let '1ne Stars GUIDE You iC 
: Through Love & Business t 
~ i( 
i( Plan now for upcoming events. i( 
i( Available for special events · 
~ and social gatherings. iC 
; Call for an appointment: .ie 
-. 783-2723 ! 
! Open Daily 9am - 9pm iC 
~ 34 Center Street Auburn, Maine * 
(207) 772-5131 
Da. °KAREN J. DANKO D.C., N.D . 
Natu·ropadi & Wlioliscic Chiropractor 
Adults & Children · 
Acute, Chronic & Wellness Care 
Chiropractic 
N:itural Health Center 
475 Stevens Ave. 
Portland, ME 04!03 




OUR PAPER organizational meeting on the first 
Sunday of every month at 6:30 PM at 9 Deering 
St. , Portland. (Enter rear door) New volunteers 
welcome. 
I I ~ • 
BATES GAV /LESBIAN/STRAIGHT ALLIANCE 
for discussion, suppo~. and planning , meets 
every Sunday, 8:30. PM in Hirasawa Lounge, 
Chase Hall , Bates College, Lewiston. -
MAINE LESBIAN/GAV POLITICAL ALLIANCE 
meets the third Sunday of every month at All 
Souls Church, 11 King St., Augusta, from 2 to 5 
PM. 
NORTHERN LAMBDA NORD meets the last 
Sunday of the month. Business meeting is at 
1 :00 PM followed by potluck. Call (207) 498-
2088 for information. Caribou area. 
TRANSUPPORT peer support group for Trans-
sexuals, cross-dressers, and their families and 
friends who desire a better understanding of 
gender related issues. Meets bi-monthly at 6:00 
PM. Write to P.O. Box 17622, Portland, Maine 
04011-0000 for more information and meeting 
locations. 
GAV/LESBIAN COMMUNITY NETWORK meets 
the second Sunday of the month for a Lesbian 
Potluck Brunch from 11 :30 AM to 2:30 PM at the 
Peace and Justice Center, 9 Central Street, 
Room 302, Bangor. Call (207) 862-5907 or (207) 
866-7958 for information. 
DIGNITY/BANGOR (LESBIAN/GAY CATH0-
~;,..... ........ -,1,,166 AND FRIENDS) meets second and fourth 
Sundays of each month at the Chapel, Ruth 
Hutchins Center, Bangor Theological Seminary, 
300 Union Street, Bangor. Doors open at 6:00 
PM, worship at 6:15 PM followed by a business 
social. 
--
DIGNITY/MAINE (LESBIAN/GAV CATHOLICS 
AND FRIENDS) meets every Sunday at the First 
Parish Church, 425 Con~ress Street, Portland. 
Doors · open at 5:30 PM, worship at 6:00 PM 
followed by a social. Please use rear entrance. 
LESBIAN ACOA (ADULT CHILDREN OF 
ALCOHOLICS) meets weekly from 7:00 8:00 
PM at YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland, Maine. 
All women welcome. 
GAV IN SOBRIETY (AA) meets on Sundays 
from 6:30 to 8:00 PM at the Williston West 
Church, 32 Thomas Street, Portland. Speakers 
meeting, Non-smoking. 
MONDAYS 
·' ACT UP MAINE meets weekly at 7 PM at the 
People's Building, 155 Brackett St. , Portland. 
For more information call (207) 774-5082. 
SEACOAST GAV MEN meets most Mondays at 
7 PM at the Uniterian Uriiversalist Church, 292 
State St., Portsmouth, N.H. Call Al at (603) 898-
,, 1115. 
-,_.f'°EMINIST SPIRITUAL COMMUNITY meets 
every Monday from 7:00 - 9:00 PM at the Friends 
and Quakers Meeting House, Forest Ave., Port-
land. For more information call (207) 773-2294. 
PFLAG (PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF LESBI-
ANS AND GA VS) meets the second Monday of 
each month at 7:30 PM at the All Souls Church, 
Uniterian Universalist, 11 King Street, Augusta, 
Maine. For more information call (207) 623-
2349. 
BUILDING A MORE POSITIVE GAV IDEN-
TITY, a support group for gay men, dealing with 
issues of coming out as an ongoing process, self 
esteem, social pressures, relationships and 
. l . 
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personal growth. Monday mornings from 10 :30 
AM - NOON, or Tuesdays Evenings from 5:30 -
7:00 PM. To apply, phone (207) 772-1307. WEDNESDAYS 
THE BRIDGE AT COLBY, Colby College, Wa-
terville, Maine, 04901 . Connecting Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, and Straight communities. Meetings 
held every other Monday night at 7:30 PM in the 
Bridge Room. 24 hour information Phoneline 
(207) 873-3536. For more information write or 
contact Mark at (207) 877-7089, or leave a 
message on the phoneline. 
\ (' LIFESTYLES ALLIANCE CLUB meets weekly 
\ on Wednesdays from 12:00 - 1 :00 PM on 'the 
UNE Campus. Location can be obtained--by 
calling 283-0171 and asking for the Student 
Affairs Office. 
AIDS SUPPORT GROUP meets in Skowhegan 
at the Key Bank on Madison Ave. on the second 
Monday of every month. 
DOWN EAST AIDS NETWORK support group 
in Ellsworth meets Mondays at 7:00 PM. Led by 
Clinical Social Worker Carole Pascal , the group 
is opeh to all people affected by AIDS. Call (207) 
326-8580 for location . 
BELFAST AREA AIDS SUPPORT GROUP for 
PWA's, HIV positive, family , friends and car-
egivers meets on Mondays. For more informa-
tion , call the Waldo County AIDS Coalition at 
(207) 338-1427 or Alan at (207) 548-2929. 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS (ACOA) 
meets for open discussion with a focus on Gay/ 
Lesbian issues from 7:00 - 8:30 PM on Mondays 
at YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland. 
TUESDAYS 
Greater Por1land NOW meets the fourth 
Tuesday of the month. Contact Jennifer· 
Halm-Perzoneat 871-0618or P.O. Box 4012, 
Portland, ME 04101, for further information. 
MID-COAST PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF 
LESBIANS AND GAVS (P-FLAG) meets the 
fourth Tuesday of the month at 7:30 PM, First 
Parish Pilgrim House, 9 Cleveland Street, Brun-
swick, ME. Call Sally or Gene at (207) 729-0519 
of Effie at 623-2349. 
OUR PAPER office is open to the public· every 
Tuesday from 7:30 - 9:00 PM. New volunteers 
are always welcome. WE NEED HELP! Stop by 
· at our office at 9 Deering Street in Portland. Call 
(207) 761-0733 for more information. 
LESBIAN AND GAV FREEDOM TRAIL BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7:15 PM at the YWCA, 
7th floor, 120 Clarendon Street, Boston. Contact 
Kathy at (617) 424-7025, Gary at (617) 267-
6186, or Zoe at (508) 264-9085 for more informa-
tion. 
COLLEGE LESBIAN WOMVN'S RAP GROUP 
meets weekly on Tuesdays from 6:30 - 8:00 PM, 
92 Bedford Street, Portland (USM Campus). 
Bisexuals welcome. Call (207) 780-4085 for more 
information. 
I ,. J , 
BOWDOIN COLLEGE B-GLAD, BISEXUAU 
GAV/LESBIAN ALLIANCE FOR DIVERSITY 
meets at 9:00 PM on Tuesday nights in Hubbard 
Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine. For 
more information call Kristin at (207) 725-3620. 
FAMILIES OF GAVS SUPPORT GROUP meets 
second Tuesday of each month from 7:00 - 9:00 
PM. Meetings are informal and focus on family 
· and relationship issues. For more information 
call Ingraham Volunteers at (207) 774-HELP. 
GREATER PORTLAND NOW meets the fourth 
Tuesday of the month from 7:30 -9:00 PM at the 
YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland, Ms1ine. 
GAV IN SOBRIETY (AA) meets weekly on 
Tuesday from 6:00 - 7:00 PM, beginners meet- . 
ing. Also meets from 7:30 - 8:30 PM on Tuesday, 
Speaker/Discussion meeting. Both meeting at 
the Williston West Church, 32 Thomas Street, 
Portland. 
LESBIAN ACOA (ADULT CHILDREN OF 
ALCOHOLICS) SUPPORT GROUP meets 
weekly on Tuesday from 7:00 - 8:30 PM at the 
Unitarian Universalist Church, 2nd floor Annex, 
15 Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Maine. Non-
smoking meeting. All women welcome. 
COLBY COLLEGE BISEXUAL/LESBIAN/GAV 
COMMUNITY meets weekly on Wednesdays at 
7:30 PM at Mary Low Coffeehouse , Colby Col-
lege, Watervi lle , Maine. 
GAV /LESBIAN COMMUNITY NETWORK meets 
at 7:30 PM on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Wednesdays 
of the month at the Peace and Justice Center, 9 
Central Street, Room 203, Bangor. Call (207) 
827-3107 for more information. 
HER MINDS I holds an organizational meeting 
weekly from 7:00 - 10:00 PM at 70 Oak Street, 
Portland. Open to all womyn. 
HIV+ SUPPORT GROUP will begin Oct. 10th. 
Meeting held at the offices of Dr. Karen Kalustian 
of the Gardiner Family Physician , 152 Dresden 
Ave. , Gardiner, from 6:30 PM - 8:00 PM every 
other week on Wednesday. For more informa-
tion call Steve Fleming or Cecilia Leland at 289-
3747. 
GAVS AND LESBIANS UNITED potluc_k supper 
meets the last Wednesday of each month at the 
Sanford Uniterian Church on the corner of Leba-
non Street (Route 202) and Main Street (Route 
109) in Sanford , Maine. All welcome. Call (207) 
439-5540 or (207) 490-1295 for details. 
COLLEGE GAY MEN'S AND LESBIAN 
WOMVN'S RAP GROUP meets weekly on 
Wednesday at 92 Bedford Street, Portland (USM 
Campus) from 7:00 - 9:00 PM. Bisexuals wel-
come. Call (207) 780-4085 for more information. 
AIDS SUPPORT GROUP for family and friends 
of people with AIDS oc HIV+, sponsored by the 
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services (MASS) , 
meets weekly on Wednesday from 7:00 - 8:30 
PM at Beacon House (Corner of Beacon and 
Washington Streets - North End) Bath. For more 
information call (207) 725-4955. Group will be 
facilitated by Vicki Woods, 
GAY AND LESBIAN ACOA meets Wednesday 
nights at 7:00 PM at the St. Matthews Rectory, 
Union Street, Hallowell. 
THURSDAYS 
ALLIANCE OF SEACOAST GAV AND LES-
BIAN YOUTH meets Thursday nights from 7:00 
- 9:00 PM at the Universalist Uniterian Church of 
Portsmouth (South Church), State Street, 
Portsmouth, NH, in the basement. For Gays, 
Lesbians , Bisexuals and those questioning their 
sexuality, ages 16 thru 24. 
ADULT WOMEN SURVIVORS OF RAPE 
SUPPORT GROUP is being offered by the Rape 
Crisis Center. Group is free and confidential and 
child care is provided. Oct. 4- Dec. 16, from 6:00 
- 7:30 PM. Call collect at (207) 774-3613 for more 
information and to set up an interview. 
OUT AND ABOUT, a lesbian social and support 
group, meets weekly on Thursdays at 7:00 PM in 
Portsmouth, NH. New members welcome. For 
more information call Keryn at (603) 749-5852, 
or write P.O. Box 695, Cape Neddick, ME. 03902 
GAV,LESBIAN, BISEXUAL STUDENTS AND 
COMMUNITY MEMBERS AT THE UNIVER-
- SITV OF MAINE AT FARMINGTON meet weekly 
on Thursdays for discussions and socializing. 
The group warmly welcomes new people. For 
more information write to Marla Stickle, UMF 
Center for Human Development, 7 South Street, 
Farmington, Maine 04938-0000 or call (207) 
778-3501 .Ext. 336. 
_ Out and About, a lesbian social and support 
group, meets every Thursday at a p.m. in 
Portsmouth, NH. New members welcome. 
Call Keryn at (603) 749-5852or write P.O. Box 
695, Cape Neddick, ME 03902 for more 
intormatiori. 
EASTERN MAINE AIDS NETWORK (EMAN) 
meets every Thursday in Bangor. CaU-(207) 990-
EMAN or write to EMAN, P.O. Box 2038, Bangor, 
Maine 04401 -2038. 
DOWN EAST AIDS NETWORK holds a healing 
circle for all affected by AIDS. Second and fourth 
Thursdays, from 7:00 - 8:30 PM. For more infor-
mation call (207) 326-8580. · J 
WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP FOR WOMEN 
WITH AIDS, ARC OR WHO ARE HIV+ meets 
weekly on Thursday at The AIDS- Project from--
10:30 AM - Noon at 22 Monument Square, 5th 
floor, Portland, Maine. For more information, or 
if you are in need of day care, please call Diane 
or Toby at (207) 774-6877. 
AIDS SUPPORT GROUP for people with AIDS 
or who are HIV+ sponsored by Merrymeeting 
AIDS Support Services (MASS) meets on Thurs-
days from 3:15 - 4:30 PM at CHANS, 50 Bar-
ibeau Drive , Brunswick, Maine. For more infor-
mation call (207) 725-4955. Group will be facili-
tated by Steve Record and Jonathan Appleyard . 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS (ACOA) 
meets on Thursdays from 5:30 - 7:00 PM at the 
YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland. 
LIVE AND LET LIVE GROUP (AA), Big book/ 
step meeting weekly on Thursdays from 8:00 -
9:00 PM at the Williston West Church, 32 Tho-
mas Street, Portland. 
LESBIAN/GAV ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS 
(AA) discussion group meets weekly on Thurs-
day at the Uniterian Universalist Church, Main 
Street, Bangor. Meeting begins at 7:30 PM. . 
FRIDAYS 
OUTRIGHT Portland Alliance of Lesbian and 
Gay Youth (22 years of age and older) meets 
weekly on Fridays at 7:30 PM at Preble Street 
Chapel, 331 Cumberland Ave., Portland. 
LIFESTYLES ALLIANCE CLUB meets weekly 
on Fridays at NOON on the UNE campus. Loca-
tion can be obtained by calling (207) 283-0171 , 
ask for Barbara Hazard. 
LESBIANS IN SOBRIETY (AA) open meeting is 
held on Fridays from 7:00 - 8:00 PM at th Willis-
ton West Church, 32 Thomas Street, Portland, 
Maine. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS (AA) meets 
weekly on Fridays from 8:00 - 9:30 PM - Gays 
Together in Sobriety - Open Discussion - Christ 
__ Episcopal Church , 80 Lafayette Road , 
Portsmouth, N.H. 
SATURDAYS 
PRIME TIMERS OF BOSTON, an organization 
for older Gay males, meets the third Saturday of 
every month from 2:00 - 4:00 PM at the Linde-
mann Health Center, 25 Staniford Street, in 
Downtown Boston. See Calender Section for 
any changes in location. 
THE GAV 90'Ss, a men's group for the Waldo 
County area meets one Saturday night of the 
month for a social gathering. For information 
contact Paul S. Doolan at (207) 342-5886 or 
write to RR #1 Box 560, Morrill , Maine 04952-
0000 
SECOND SATURDAYS, a social and recrea-
tional organization for gay and other supportive 
men that offers a· variety of activities such as 
dances, potlucks, outdoor activities, and pro-
. grams of interest to men. A secure and comfort-
able place to meet new friends. For information 
call (207) 761-1734 
The AIDS Project 
22 Monument Square - 5th Floor 
Portland, Maine 04101-0000 
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA) 
YMCA 
87 Spring Street 
Portland, Maine 04101-0000 . 
Weekly open discussion with focus on Gay/Lesbian 
issues. 
AIDS Action of Central Maine 
P.O.Box3113 
Lewiston Maine 04240-0000 
AIDS Hotline: (207) 782-6113 
AIDS Line 
(207) 775-.1267 or 
(800) 851-AIDS 
Daily: 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM 
M & W: 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM 
Sat: 10:00 AM to 1 :00 PM 
Am Chofshi 
Am _Chofshi_ (Hebrew for "A Free People") Maine's 
Jewish Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual chavurah, meets monthly 
to share Jewish holidays and to tiuild community For 
more information. call Bob (207) 871-1014. · 
Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coalition (AVAC) 
P.O Box 7977 
Lewiston, Maine 04240-7977 
(207) 795-4357 
Not-for-profit organization with the following goals: to 
provide community education about AIDS/HIV- to 
coordinate and support community-based service's to 
people living with AIDS/HIV, their families and signifi-
i:ant others; to assess AI.DS needs in our communities 
and present a unified front on AIDS needs issues· and 
to provide a forum for the exchange of support, pr~fes-
sronal skills and technical resources. We have been 
meeting regularly at the Tri-County Chapter of the Red 
Cross- in Aubum-sim;e--1ate '98 ·, n welcome all-
intereste_d parties to attend our meetings. For more 
information, please write or call. 
Bath Men's Group 
Meets weekly for fun, fellowship, and great food. For 
more information, call (207) 443-1211 . All Welcome. 
Belfast Area AIDS Support Group 
for PWA's, friends, family and caregivers. Call (207) 
338-3736 (Family Planning Monday thru Thursday) or 
Alan (207) 548-2929 evenings or weekends. 
Colby College Bisexual/Lesbian/Gay Community 
c/o Student Activities Office 
Colby College 
Waterville, Maine 04901-0000 
Informational phoneline second and fourth Wednes-
day of every month (207) 873-3536. For more informa-
tion contact Mark at (207) 877-9194 or Al (207) 872-
3000. The CCBLGC serves the members of the colby 
and Waterville community as both a social and political 
medium. Promoting community awareness and knowl-
edge, the CCBLGC maintains safe and comfortable 
atmosphere for bisexuals, lesbians and gays. 
DELGO 
Unitarian Church 
126 Union Street 
Bangor, Maine 04401-0000 
(207) 942-6503 
Dignity/Maine 
P.O. Box 8113 · 
Portland, Maine 04104-8113 
Organization of gay and lesbian Catholics and their 
friends. Organized to reinforce our self-acceptance 
and sense of dignity as people of God, to develop 
leadership and to be an instrument through which gay 
and lesbian Catholics may be heard by the church and 
society. 
Down East AIDS Network (DEAN) 
P.O. Box 779 
Blue Hill , Maine 04614-0000 
(207) 326-8580 
A community-based , grassroots organization. We 
provide community education and support services for 
those affected by AIDS. DEAN is a gay positive organi-
zation support group for HIV+, family , friends and 
those at risk every Tuesday. Call Tracey for more 
information. 
.. -- see meetings section for meet;ng 
, I :, 
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Eastern Maine AIDS Network (EMAN) 
P.O. Box 2038 




Provides case management services to HIV infected 
people and their families in Penobscot, Piscataquis, 
Hancock, Washington and Aro·ostook counties. Sup-
po~group meets every Thursday Evening in Bangor. In 
add1t1on, EMAN staff are available to provide educa-
tional presentations within the same five county area. 
Feminist Spiritual Community 
9 Deering Street 
P.O. Box 3771 
Portland, Maine 04104-3771 
(207) 773-2294. 
Free To Be 
Universalist Church Annex 
Summer Street 
Augusta, Maine 
Gay AA weekly meetings, but all are welcome. 
Gay/Lesbian Contra Dancers 
69 Mountain View Avenue 
Bangor, Maine 04401-0000 
(207) 947-2329 





The Powers House 
88 Winslow Street 
Portland, Maine 04103-000 
(207) 87 4-6596 
' . ~' \ 
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Maine Connection 
P.O. Box 5145 - Station A 
Portland, Maine 04102-5245 
Mountain Valet Men (MVM) 
P.O. Box 36 
Center Conway, NH 03813-0036 
(207) 925-1034(Paul) 
A social group for gay men from western 
Maine and eastern New Hampshire. We meet 
at each others' homes for Pot Luck and plan 
act1v111es as the members desire. Write or call 
for more information. 
Maine Bisexual People's Network 
P.O. Box 1792 
Portland, Maine 04104-1792 
Call the Gay/Lesbian Alliance at (207) 87 4-6596 to 
leave a message. 
Our purpose is to affirm in ourselves and others the 
positive nature of bisexuality and to work toward 
greater· acceptance in the bisexual , gay, lesbian and 
straight communities. · 
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance 
P.O. Box 232 
Hallowell, Maine 04347-0000 
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services 
P.O. Box 57 
Brunswick, Maine 04011-0057 
(207) 725-4955 
Provides support services to PWA's those with HIV 
disease, and their family and friends. MASS also 
provides education services free of charge to the 
greater Bath/Brunswick community. MASS also has 
"buddies" available for PWA's and HIV+. 
The Maine Health Foundation 
P.O. Box 7329 DTS 
OUTRIGHT 
P.O. Box 5028 Station A 
Portland, Maine 04102-5028 
Portland Alliance of Gay and Lesbian Youth. Are you 
gay and under 22 years of age? For more information 
call Ingraham Volunteers. Dial information: (207) 77 4'. 
HELP (a 24 hour hotline) or if your 18 and under you 
can also call Dial-KIDS: (207) 774-TALK. Call no~ fo"r 
more information concerning support. special events 
and fun! 
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG) 
23 Winthrop St. l 
Hallowell, ME 04347 
(207) 729-0519 
(207) 623-2349 
This support group attempts to help parents and 
relatives change attitudes and create understanding so 
that our gay/lesbian famiry members can live with 
dignity and respect. 
Portland Pride 
P.O. Box 681 
Scarborough, Maine 0407 4-0681 
Prime Timers of Boston 
c/o D. Bourbeau 
604 Tremont Street 
Boston, Maine 02118-1605 
An organization for older gay males that meet monthly 
on the third Saturday of every month from 2 to 4 PM. 
See calendar section for changes in location and sched-
ule (if any) . 
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous Portland, Maine 04112-7329 
PWA Coalition of Maine 
377 Cumberland Avenue 
Portland, Maine 04101-0000 
(207) 773-8500 
c/o Williston West Church A non-profit, tax-exempt organization that offers both RAG. (RURALACTMJlESGUIDE) 
P.O. Box 3293 32 Thomas Street direct and indirect financial support for people with 
PortlandrMaine~ ~ ~ i!QQ- - -~!!!!"11~~--AIDS (PWA's) in M_aine. Our other .concerns are the 
speciaHieal · c·n Maine's 'gay and lesbian 
communities, including gay youth. Please write for 
more information. 
North Conway, NH 03860 
603-447-2395 
· .... 
Gay/Lesbian Community Network 
P.O. Box 212 
Bangor, Maine 04401 -0000 
(207) 862-5907 
(207) 866-7958 
Harbor Masters Inc. 
P.O. Box 4044 
Portland, Maine 04101-4044 
Integrity 
St. Matthew's Church 
18 Union Street 
Hallowell, Maine 04347-0000 
(207) 623-3041 
(207) 845-2985 
Lesbian and Gay Episcopalians and their friends. It is a 
family within the church, a place to ftnd close commu-
nity and support. It offers an opportunity to find growth, 
education and prayer. . 
Her Minds I 
79 Oak St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
(207) 879-1628 - Paula 
.Her Minds I is a lesbian art gallery open to all womyn! ! 
Lesbian and Gay Freedom Trail Band 
c/o YWCA - 7th Floor 
120 Clarendon Street 
Boston, Mass 
(617) 424-7025 [Kathy] 
(617) 267-6186 [Gary] 
(508) 264-9085 [Zoe] 
Lesbian/Gay Committee 
Maine Chapter National Assoc. of Social Workers 
P.O. Box 5112 - Station A 
Portland, Maine 04102-5112 
Lifestyles Alliance Club 
University of New England Campus 
Biddeford, Maine 
(207) 283-0171 
Advisors: Barbara Hazard and Vern Patterson 
An organization of gay, lesbian, bisexual and straight 
- persons. Our organization began in the spring of 1989 
out of concern that there was no organization on -
campus that dealt with different sexual preferences. 
We presently have students from the various colleges 
including OT, PT, Medical Students, MSW, and under-
graduate students. Our primary goals include support 
and educating others about alternative lifestyles. All 
persons are welcome to attend or to call and find out 
more about our group. 
New Brunswick Coalition of Human Rights Reforms 
P.O. Box 1~56 · 
Station A 
Fredericton, New Brunswick 
Canada 
E3B 5G2 
New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for Gay and Les-
bian Rights 
P.O. Box 756 
Coontoocook, NH 03329-0756 
(603) 228-9009 . 
Northern Lambda Nord 
P.O. Box 990 
Caribou, Maine 04736-0990 
Gay/Lesbian Phoneline: (207) 498-2088 
Greater Portland Chapter of the National Organiza-
tion of Women 
c/o YWCA 
87 Spring Street 
Portland, Maine 04101-0000 
(207) 879-0877 (Perry Krasow) 
An action-oriented group. Our primary goals are three-
fold: [1] to foster Equal Rights for women ; [2] to insure 
unrestricted choice around reproductive rights; [3] to 
support Lesbian and Gay rights. We have speakers and · 
events for the public on the fourth Tuesday of every 
month. 
Out and About 
P.O. Box 695 
Cape Neddick, ME 03902 
Keryn at (603) 749-5852 
Out and About, a lesbian social and support 
, group, meets every Thursday at 8 p.m. in 
Portsmouth, NH. New n:iembers welcome. 
Call Keryn at (603) 749-5852or write P.O. Box 
695, Cape Neddick, ME 03902 for more 
information. 
Our Paper 
9 Deering Street 
A quarterly newsletter for the women's 
corrmunity of -western Maine and the Mount 
Washington Valley of New Hampshire. 
Monthly potluck dinners, seasonal dances and 
'various other activities. Subscription is $12.00 
per year, first issue free. 
Seacoast Gay Men (SGM, Inc.) 
P.O. Box 1394 
Portsmouth, NH 03801-1394 
(603) 898-1115 [Al] 
(207) 439-6850 [Paul] . 
A social group for gay men meeting weekly on Monday 
evenings at? PM (excepting Holidays). ThefirstMonday 
of the_ month 1s a potluck_ supper. Remaining Monday's 
are given to a wide variety of presentations, discus-
sions, films, etc. 
TRANSUPPORT 
P.O. Box 17622 
Portiand, Maine 04101-0000 
Transupport is a non-profit, non-sexual, social and 
educational peer support group for Transsexuals, cross- . 
dressers, and their families and friends who desire a 
better understanding of gender-related issues. Meet-
ings are held bi-monthly on Sundays at 6:00 PM. Write 
for location and more information. 
USM Women's Forum 
University of Southern Maine 
92 Bedford Street 
Portland, Maine 04103-0000 
Wilde-Stein Club 
Memorial Union 
University of Maine - Orono 
Orono, Maine 04469-0000 
Waldo County AIDS Education Committee 
P.O. Box 772 
Belfast, Maine 04915-0772 
(207) 338-1427 
Provide AIDS education for the greater community, 
schools, businesses, as well as a gay positive support 
group for PWA's, HIV positive, family, friends and 
caregivers. For more information. please call. 
P.O. Box 10744 
Portland. Maine 04104 
(207) 761-0733 
Our purpose is to serve as a voice for the lesbians and WOMLAND Trust Inc. 
gay men in Maine. We are made up of a group of P.O. Box 55 
dedicated volunteers who wish to broaden the under- Troy, Maine 04987-0055 
standing of our lifestyles and of each other. All new A non-profit organization whose purpose is to acquire 
volunteers welcome. Please join us. We meet land throughoutthe state to protect itfor use by current 
dates and times. thefirst Sunday of every month at 6:30. and future generations of womn and children. Meet-



















Every Wednesday - "Girls" night ,out - .50¢ off all drinks 
Every Thursday - "Boys" night out - .50¢ off all drinks 
Friday, December 14, 8:00 - 10:00 
Country Swing Music 
$2.00 cover 
(Regular dance music 10:00 p.m. - 1 :OO a.m) 
Sunday, December 16 - All Night 
Music from the 50s, 60s, and 70s 
No Cover 
Thursday, December 20 
Christmas Party 
Monday, December 31, 8:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
New Year's Eve Bash 
1 :00 a.m. Breakfast Buffet 
$15.00/couple; $8.00 per person 
The Riverfront 
947-1213 
19~ Broad Street~ B<1_J?.gor, ME 04401 
TOM SYLVESTRE 
490 Chestnut St. 
623-6477 
Manchester, N.H. 03105 
OU~.P A:PER's Policy on "Phone Sex" Ads 
We won't accept them! We find them 
offensive to many in our community. While 
we agree with the premise that these ads en-
courage safe "phone sex", what message are 
we sending as a community to our brothers 
and sisters. We also find these purely sexual 
ads sometimes racist, 
and always sexist. This 
may not sound"radical" 
on OUR part, but it has 




to use OUR classified 
section for advertising. 
We have tried to 
maintain OUR journalistic 
integrity and offer OUR 
community a positive 
sense of pride. 
Let us know what 
I .l -----------------------y-ou-th-in_k__,. 
... 




Open 7 Days A Week 
8 pm - 1 am 
r.\ Maine Lesbian Gay 
I s ,Political Alliince 
L . \ 
·---- -- ---
M · L · G · P · .J\ 
Working for Change 
Working for YOU!!! 
The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance is a statewide, nonpartisan 
organization formed to educate the general public, politicians, and the 
media concerning lesbian and gay issues. Our primary goals are to: 
involve the lesbian and gay community in Maine's political process, 
promote civil rights in Maine, develop and review legislation, endorse 
candidates, build coalitions, and network with state and national human 
rights organizations. 
Membership is open to all individuals, organizations and businesses 
dedicated to the pursuit of civil rights for all people. It also offers you 
the opportunity to meet new and diverse people, and have fun at a variety 
of social events. 
Please clip and send the coupon for more information about this 
progressive and growing organization. Our membership and mailing lists 
are confidential. 
Name: ______________________ _ 
Address:-------- -------------
City: · _________ State: __ Zip: _____ _ 
· Phone: Day: ________ Evening: ______ _ 
ML/GPA - P.O. Box 232 - Hallowell - Maine - 04347 
/ 
.,. 
